choice, we hypothesize that a family who has moved at least once before and moves again is more likely to select as its destination an area where it lived before than one where it has never lived. This is because the family is more likely to have friends and relatives and other location-specific assets (e.g., job market information and clientele) in areas where it has lived before. The values of any location-specific assets left behind in the potential return destination are likely to depreciate as the time away increases. Thus attractions of the previous residence should be stronger the more recently the family left it.

Residence information from the first three years of data from the Income Dynamics Panel is used to test these hypotheses. Before discussing the multivariate results, a brief look at the characteristics of our sample confirms the importance of return migration. We saw in Table 5 that the total sample (of 1952 families) includes 142 families with recent (1968-71) interdivisional migration experience and that 25 of these migrated interdivisionally between 1971 and 1972. Nineteen or 76 percent of these 25 potential return migrant families who moved between 1971 and 1972 did return to divisions where they lived before (between 1968 and 1970). Thus 13.4 percent (19/142) of married couples who are potential interdivisional return migrants because they moved at least once interdivisionally between 1968 and 1971 did return to a division of previous residence between 1971 and 1972.* When we exclude families whose head was in the armed forces in 1971, we have 30 nonmilitary families who migrated interdivisionally between 1971 and 1972, 17 of whom also migrated between 1968 and 1971 and are hence potential return migrants. Twelve of these 17 families (71 percent) did return between 1971 and 1972;** thus, over 70 percent of repeat

---

* Of these 142 families, 33 made two or three interdivisional moves between 1968 and 1971; 23 (70 percent) of these 1968-71 multiple move combinations ended with a return move.

** Of the 12 returning families, four left the area to which they subsequently returned between 1970 and 1971, five left between 1969 and 1970, and three left between 1968 and 1969. Unfortunately, these numbers are too small to infer any pattern about how propensity to return varies with length of absence (for a study of this see Morrison (1976) and DaVanzo and Morrison (forthcoming)).
migrants in our sample are return migrants. Seven of the 17 nonmilitary repeat migrants reported they were looking for work before their 1971-72 move; six (86 percent) of these returned, providing tentative support for the hypothesis that potential returnees who are looking for work are especially likely to return. Recall that in Sec. IV we found that families with recent migration experience whose heads were looking for work were considerably more likely to move again than those whose heads were not engaged in job search. Now we see that of the potential return migrants who do in fact move, those looking for work before moving are more likely to be return migrants than are persons not looking for work at the time of the 1971 survey. Inability to secure employment may cause the family to become disappointed with the original move and to return. Friends and relatives left behind are likely to provide information about job opportunities in the potential return destination.

Most previous studies of repeat and return migration have used census data which compare (1) an individual's place of birth, (2) his residence five years before the census, and (3) his residence at the time of the census. A person is considered to be a return migrant if place (1) is different from place (2) but the same as place (3); and a nonreturn repeat migrant if (1), (2), and (3) are all different. Persons for whom (1) and (2) are different are potential return and repeat migrants.

The data used here underestimate the total number of return (and repeat) moves since they do not count moves back to places last lived in four or more years ago. Nevertheless, they imply that census figures seriously underestimate the amount of return migration since they do not include the apparently numerous pairs of moves that occur within the five-year census reference period. For example, using 1955-60 census data Eldridge (1965) finds that one-third of all repeat interstate migrants (secondary + return migrants) are return migrants, whereas we have found that over 70 percent of families who make multiple interdivisional moves in our four-year period make return moves. Morrison (1976) provides further preliminary evidence supporting this contention: he shows for a variety of smaller geographic units (counties, "metros",...
regions, and superregions) that, when return migration is defined as a move back to a place where a person lived sometime in a 14-year period, 86 percent of return moves occur within five years of the initial move.

Turning to the polychotomous logit results in Table 7, we see that families are more likely to move to an area where they lived before than to one where they never lived if the family earnings they could receive there are higher than what they received before moving (i.e., if \( PV_{ij}^{fam} > 0 \); the size of this effect is related to the size of the present value available at that potential return destination. * (This is discussed further in the next subsection.)

**PRESENT VALUE OF WAGE DIFFERENCES**

In choosing among alternative destinations, families are hypothesized to select the one where the present value of wage gains is largest, other things the same. Hence, we expect that the higher the present value of the difference between the wages the family members could earn at destination \( j^* \) and the wages they do earn in their current residence, the more likely the family is to choose destination \( j^* \).

To test this hypothesis, variables have been defined that measure, for each potential destination \( j \) for both the husband and the wife, the present value of the difference between what each could earn at \( j \) and what each does earn at their current residence. The husband and wife's present values have been added to form family present value variables for each area \( j \), \( PV_{ij}^{fam} \), which are similar to those used to test the present value hypotheses in the whether to migrate analysis. **

*Since \( PV_{ij}^{fam} \) is the gross earnings difference and is not net of migration costs, some families may be more likely to move to a place where they lived before than to an unfamiliar area, even when the net monetary returns are negative (as long as they are relatively small in absolute value; presumably positive nonpecuniary returns compensate for this).

**As before, a potential wage \( \hat{W}_j \) is estimated based on the husband's (wife's) personal characteristics and how these are valued in each potential destination \( j \). As before, \( \hat{W}_j \) is adjusted by \( \hat{W}_j / \hat{W}_i \).
Before turning to the multivariate results, a simple comparison of the average husband's, wife's, and family present values (PV) associated with the chosen destinations with those for the destinations not selected shows that families do indeed move to areas where all the measures of wage gains are highest. In fact, selected destinations have relatively higher wage gains compared to areas not chosen for the wife than for the husband. For the nonmilitary sample (n=30), we find the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chosen destination (n=30)</th>
<th>Destinations not chosen (n=30x7=210)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Husband's PV</td>
<td>$26,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wife's PV</td>
<td>$8,520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family PV</td>
<td>$34,620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wife's share of family PV</td>
<td>24.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$14,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15,090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Husbands are assumed to lose when they move some of the wage premium they received for specific experience on the premigration job or for being in a union, and wage rates are deflated by divisional cost of living indices. As in the whether to migrate analysis, for each j the differences between this adjusted imputed wage, \( \hat{W}_j \), and \( W_i \) are multiplied by the number of hours the husband (wife) worked in 1970, discounted by an 8 percent rate, and summed over the number of years remaining until the husband (wife) is 65. A 2.5 annual growth rate of wages is used for men. For wives, the annual rate of growth of (female) wages is assumed to differ among divisions. For each division, the 1968-72 annual rate of growth of wages is estimated as one-fourth the coefficient of the 1972 time dummy in the wife's wage equation for that division (this coefficient shows how many percentage points larger the wage rate was in 1972 than in 1968, other things the same). For husbands, present values constructed using divisional rates of growth estimated from the time dummy coefficients of the male wage equations did not have as high explanatory power as those using the same annual rate of growth for each division.

*The t-statistics testing for significant differences between chosen and nonchosen destinations are around 1.
For places lived in before the difference is even more striking:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chosen places (n=12)</th>
<th>Destinations lived in before but not returned to (n=6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Husband's PV</td>
<td>$11,960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wife's PV</td>
<td>1,890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family PV</td>
<td>13,850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wife's share of family PV</td>
<td>13.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$-8,790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-9,250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, it appears that potential return migrants who move but do not return choose to move elsewhere because of poor earnings opportunities in their potential return destinations.**

For places not lived in recently we find the following: ***

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chosen destinations (n=18)</th>
<th>Destinations not chosen (n=204)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Husband's PV</td>
<td>$35,520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wife's PV</td>
<td>12,940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family PV</td>
<td>48,460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wife's share of family PV</td>
<td>26.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$14,870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the multivariate analysis we see that, when distance and unemployment rates are held constant, families are indeed more likely to move to destination $j^*$ the higher the earnings gains associated with $j^*$

---

* The number of potential return destinations (18) is larger than the number of potential returnees (17) because one family lived in two places (other than $i$) between 1968 and 1970.

** Alternatively, it could be those families for whom the present value associated with the initial move ($\text{PV}[W_1 - W_{j^*}]$) was algebraically smallest who chose to return, where $i$ is 1971 residence and $j^*$ the potential return destination.

It may be seen that wives contributed a smaller share to the gains received by return migrants compared with nonreturn migrants.

*** Note that the present values associated with places lived in before are considerably smaller than those associated with places where the families have not resided previously. Of course, this could be due to differences in the types of families in the two samples (e.g., the former may be older on average than the latter).
relative to other possible destinations. The coefficient is significant at the 10 percent level. This effect is larger if the family lived in \( j^* \) before; i.e., the coefficient of \( PV_{ij}^{fam} \). Here \( Before \) is positive. If the family had equal probability of choosing each destination \( j \) \( (P(j) = 0.125) \), a $10,000 increase (decrease) in \( PV_{ij}^{fam} \) would cause a 0.6 percentage point increase (decrease) in the probability of choosing \( j^* \) if the family had not lived in \( j^* \) recently and a 2.1 percentage point increase (decrease) if the family had lived in \( j^* \).

The numbers presented in this subsection and in Tables 2 through 4 in Sec. IV confirm the importance of potential earnings increases as a determinant of migration decisions. We saw in Sec. IV that families are more likely to move the greater the earnings increase they could experience by doing so. Now we find in this section that in choosing among alternative destinations, a family tends to select the one where this earnings increase is largest—for the family as well as for the husband and wife individually. In fact, selected destinations are characterized by relatively higher wage gains compared to the areas not chosen for the wife than for the husband. This is further evidence that the wife's characteristics and opportunities do play an important role in the families' migration decisions.

**DESTINATION UNEMPLOYMENT RATES**

Other things the same, we expect the probability that a family will move to a particular place to be negatively related to the

---

*While these figures may seem small in absolute size, their relative magnitudes are not. In the above example, the $10,000 increase in \( PV_{ij}^{fam} \) would be associated with a 4.8 percent increase in the probability that a family that had not lived in \( j^* \) recently would choose to move there and a 16.8 percent increase for a family that lived in \( j^* \) within the last three years.

**The couples who move may be those for whom the husbands' and wives' separate present values of earnings gains are most highly correlated across geographic labor markets.

In addition to showing the important role earnings gains play in migration decisionmaking, the results presented here and in Sec. IV provide a vote of confidence for the methodology used to construct the variables measuring them (i.e., imputing the wage that would be earned in each potential destination from wage equations estimated separately for each area).
probability that its members would be unemployed there. Previous studies have had difficulty finding such a relationship empirically, but this may be because (1) they often explain net migration, and thus estimate the combined effects of unemployment on in- and outmigration and are unable to disentangle the two (e.g., Fields, 1974); (2) or, if they focus on immigration, they define the dependent variable incorrectly (see DaVanzo, 1976b, on this point); or (3) they use an unemployment rate that is defined for the end of the migration period and hence may have been affected by the intervening migration. Studies that compare the two, e.g., Wadycki (1975), show that beginning of period unemployment variables do perform closer to expectations than end of period variables.**

In the destination-choice analysis presented here, the average divisional 1971 unemployment rate is used to assess whether the extent of unemployment at destination affects destination choice.*** Its coefficient is not statistically different from zero (t = 0.05).

* These same arguments apply to other explanatory variables, e.g., area wage rates or income.

**Wadycki's study does not suffer from any of the problems noted above and hence comes closest to the "correct" use of aggregate data to assess whether destination unemployment rates affect destination choice. Wadycki's dependent variable is the share of outmigrants from state i who moved to state j during the five-year census reference period, for all i ≠ j. Using 1955–60 data, he finds that the higher the beginning of period unemployment rate in destination j, the less likely j is to be chosen (the t-statistic on the unemployment rate exceeds 8); end of period rates produced a positive, statistically significant relationship. However, when he uses 1965–70 data, beginning of period destination unemployment rates are positively and significantly (t > 4) related to the probability that the destination was chosen (results using the end of period unemployment rates are not presented).

*** In using the average divisional unemployment rate at destination as my measure of the probability of unemployment at j, I am implicitly assuming that, for each j, all individuals have the same probability of being unemployed if they move there. A more sophisticated approach would impute an unemployment probability or probability of finding an (acceptable) job for each potential destination to each individual in the sample, based on his personal characteristics. The methodology for estimating these individual potential unemployment rates would be similar to that used in this report to estimate individualized wage opportunities for each potential destination; logit or probit analysis should be used so that the predicted probabilities fall within the 0–1 range.
A comparison of the average unemployment rate for chosen and non-chosen destinations also shows the former to be larger than the latter, though not significantly so. However, the few interdivisional migrants who were unemployed before they moved did choose areas with lower unemployment rates; the mean unemployment rate in chosen destinations was 5.7 percent compared to 6.2 percent in areas not selected.

**DISTANCE**

The negative relation between the size of the migration flow between two areas and the distance between them is one of the best-known and most consistent findings of statistical studies of migration. Many of the costs of moving—direct costs, opportunity costs incurred while moving, costs of revisiting friends and relatives left behind, information, and psychic costs—are likely to be positively related to the distance moved. In addition, distance may be a surrogate for intervening opportunities; the greater the distance between i and j, the greater the number of possibly attractive intervening opportunities. Several studies (Wadycki, 1975, and other papers referenced therein) have shown that the inclusion of variables measuring the best intervening alternatives substantially reduces the size and statistical significance of the deterrent effect of distance. Unfortunately, our small sample size does not enable us to include measures of intervening opportunities in this empirical analysis; thus, the distance coefficient estimated in Table 8 incorporates the effects of intervening opportunities.

As expected, the average distance to chosen destinations (852 miles) is smaller than that to nonchosen destinations (945 miles). (The t-statistic testing for a significant difference equals 1.)

If there is some "learning by doing" associated with migration, families who have moved before should be more efficient at moving (able to move a given distance at a smaller cost) than families without previous migration experience. In addition, persons with previous migration experience are acquainted with places they have lived before and are likely to still have friends and relatives in those places; therefore, the information and psychic costs of moving back to such
places should be lower than those of a nonreturn move.* Thus, distance is expected to be less of a deterrent to return and subsequent (secondary, or repeat) migration than to "new" migration. This appears to be true, for the average distance to the destinations chosen by previous migrants (885) is larger than that to destinations chosen by families without recent migration experience (810), whereas the opposite is true for nonchosen destinations; the average distance to destinations not chosen by previous migrants (939 miles) is slightly smaller than that to destinations not chosen by families who did not move between 1968 and 1971 (952 miles). Nevertheless, potential returnees appear to be more likely to return to near than to far potential return destinations. The average distance to return destinations chosen by potential returnees was 784 miles, while the average distance to the few potential return destinations not selected was 979 miles.

In the conditional logit equation, the natural logarithm of distance is used to measure distance-related costs because the marginal cost of moving an additional mile is assumed to decrease as the distance moved increases. The coefficient is negative, as expected, but is not significant at conventional levels. The coefficient indicates that, other things the same, an area 1000 miles away is 8 percentage points (64 percent if all areas had equal probability of being chosen) less likely to be chosen than an area 100 miles away.

MILITARY

The total sample used in this study includes families whose heads were in the armed forces at the time of the survey. It is possible that some of these military families who migrated moved to other

*In a study using aggregate census data (1976a), I found a positive and significant partial relationship between distance and the probability of return migration; this was true for blacks as well as whites. I noted that perhaps persons are more likely to be disappointed with long-distance moves. It may be that the accuracy of the perception the migrant had of destination opportunities before the first move may have been negatively related to the distance of that initial move (Yezer and Thurston, 1976). It is also possible that the fact that a long-distance move was made initially may indicate that the intervening opportunities were not (and are not now) attractive.
military assignments. Indeed, the 13 military families who migrated between 1971 and 1972 were significantly more likely to move to an area the higher the percentage of the U.S. white male military population residing in that division. I found a similar result in my analysis of census data (DaVanzo, 1972).

As in the earlier study, the apparent influence of the other explanatory variables is weakened when military migrants, who do not necessarily respond to those explanatory variables, are included in the sample. For example, when the military families are included, the average husband's present value for chosen destinations no longer exceeds that for nonchosen destinations. These findings, together with the sample differences found in Sec. IV, underscore the importance of excluding military personnel from the sample when estimating models that endeavor to explain civilian migration.
VI. SUMMARY OF MAIN FINDINGS, POLICY IMPLICATIONS, AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

SUMMARY OF MAIN FINDINGS

This report has presented a model of migration in which the family rather than the individual is the decisionmaking unit. It has tested this model with household-level data from the Income Dynamics Panel and has demonstrated a number of interesting and important relationships.

Some of the findings help to explain paradoxes found in previous research (for example, the seeming absence of "push" of origin economic conditions), whereas others confirm relationships found before (e.g., the effect of previous migration on subsequent geographic mobility) but shed new light on the causes of the underlying behavior. Certain results disagree with the conclusions of some recent studies (e.g., those that find that a working wife always inhibits family migration), and others illuminate policy-relevant issues (such as how a negative income tax might affect migration) never investigated before because the appropriate data were not available. (The policy implications of the research are discussed later in this section.) In particular, the findings of this study have helped improve our understanding of the migration process by providing answers to the following types of questions:

How do families respond to economic adversity? Does unemployment "push" a family to move?

Analyses of migration behavior based on aggregate data have resulted in conflicting and often paradoxical answers to the question of the strength of economic "push". We can now, based on household-level data, offer some specific insights into how economic adversity affects the probability of migration and how responsive people are to improving their economic situation. We have seen that families whose heads are unemployed or are dissatisfied with their jobs are more likely to move than those whose heads are not searching for different
jobs. Recent arrivals to an area who cannot find acceptable jobs are especially prone to migrate again. Thus we find that household-level unemployment or dissatisfaction with a job does "push" a family to move. Furthermore, we have shown that local economic conditions (origin unemployment rates) do affect outmigration, but only within the subset of people most seriously affected by them—the unemployed. In addition, we have seen that unemployed and other persons looking for work are more responsive to the other economic determinants of migration (family income, origin wage rates, and expected earnings increases) than persons apparently satisfied with their jobs.

How important is return migration?

Return migration, a phenomenon about which we know very little, has loomed as a central factor in understanding migration, especially its repetitive aspects. Chronic mobility has been shown to be an important determinant of our current geographic distribution of population (Morrison, 1971), and return migration holds the potential for reversing the dominant directions of all migration flows. This study has helped to disentangle some of the underlying determinants of repeat and return migration.

We have found that families are much more likely to move in a given period if they have moved before in the recent past. This effect results mainly from a strong tendency for people to return to places they have recently left. A substantial portion of potential return migrants do in fact return. Recent arrivals who are unable to find acceptable employment are especially likely to move again and to return to places where they lived before.

Furthermore, we have shown that families who made several moves are more likely to move again than families who made one or no recent moves if those multiple moves were a series of nonreturn moves; families who made multiple moves that concluded with a return to a place lived in previously are, in some cases, no more likely to move (again) than families who have not moved at all, thus bringing into question the prediction of high subsequent migration propensities for this subset of "chronic" movers.
In addition, this study has underscored the importance of using longitudinal data to study "chronic mobility": since many return and repeat moves occur within a few years of the initial moves they follow, census data seriously understate the importance of both phenomena.

Is the wife a passive "secondary" influence on the family's migration? Does a working wife encourage a family's migration?

We have shown that wives are not passive secondary migrants, but rather appear to have a significant influence on the family's decision on whether to move and where. Even though we have less detailed information on wives' than on husbands' characteristics, the characteristics of the wife (hours of work, share of earnings, etc.) add significantly to the explanatory power of equations explaining whether a family moves. Furthermore, families with working wives are not necessarily less likely to move than families with nonworking wives, other things the same. Families in which the wife works but does not earn a substantial portion of the family's earnings or in which the wife is fairly young and earns a lower wage in the labor market where the family currently resides than she could elsewhere appear to be more likely to move than families with nonworking wives. Also, families who choose to move tend to select destinations where both the husband's and wife's earnings are highest; families not only move to areas where the potential increase in family earnings is maximized, but at the same time select those where the wife's contribution to that gain is largest.

How do the husband's and wife's age and education affect family migration?

Age and education, typically found to be among the strongest correlates of the propensity to migrate, appear to be relatively unimportant in explaining the migration of married couples when other migration determinants--many of which vary with age or education--are held constant.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS

These findings are based on the migration behavior of one sample of families over a one-year period of time (1971-72) and hence may be sample- or period-specific. However, assuming that results continue to hold when tested for different specifications, demographic groups, samples, and time periods, they have the following implications for policy:

1. Since unemployed persons, especially those living in depressed labor markets, are already, without direct policy influence, more likely to move than persons who are not looking for work, policies may not be necessary to ease outmigration for a group already induced to leave. Such policies may just provide a costly duplication of the already effective influence of private market forces.

2. Policies of investment to expand economic opportunities in depressed areas are likely to help prevent economically forced outmigration.

3. Although the size and sign of the income effect on migration are not robust across alternative methods of estimating it, the results presented here are consistent in indicating that income effects are generally insignificant for persons not looking for work but significantly negative for the unemployed; apparently staying, rather than moving, is a normal good for this group. Assuming that this result, measuring a true behavioral effect (and is not due to some unknown bias in the way we have constructed our income measures or specified the rest of the migration equation, or to any peculiarity of our particular sample), it has a very important policy implication: unless the receipt of an income bonus is conditional upon its being used to help defray the costs of moving, income supplements given to the unemployed may be used

*See the next subsection on suggestions for further research.
to subsidize their staying in the current location rather than to finance job search in other labor markets.

Policies that affect net wage rates—for example, minimum wage laws, wage subsidies, income tax laws, and the provisions of income maintenance programs—may change the opportunity costs of moving, the earnings returns to migration, the level of family income, and each spouse's share of earnings; each of these in turn may affect the profitability of an investment in migration; the net effect is ambiguous a priori. An increase in the husband and/or wife's wage rate that is local only (or is national but does not substantially increase the size of the present value of geographic wage differences) will in most cases reduce the probability that the family will migrate, unless the family head is unemployed. Policies that increase wages elsewhere relatively more than those in the labor market where the family currently resides may increase migration.

Policies such as the Equal Rights Amendment that might increase wives' attachment to the labor force are likely to have mixed effects on migration, increasing the migration propensities of some families (especially those with young wives whose opportunities in their current labor market are inferior to those available elsewhere), while decreasing those of others (particularly families in which the wife makes a substantial contribution to family income in the current location and does not have good opportunities elsewhere).

We have shown that many long-distance moves are return or repeat moves by families who moved previously and were unemployed or unhappy with their jobs before the return (repeat) move. Apparently dissatisfaction with the outcome of the first move triggered the return (repeat) move. If this series of circular (multiple) moves was not planned at the outset but was the result of unforeseen consequences due to unreliable (or no) prior information, policies that help discourage such costly and unproductive repeated moves should help to improve the efficiency of migration.
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The results of this research have advanced our understanding of the migration of individuals and families in several ways, as discussed above. They have shown the advantages of household-level data for studying the interactions of husband's and wife's characteristics as determinants of family migration and for disentangling some relationships, e.g., the effect of unemployment on migration, that were not clear in previous studies based on aggregate data. The longitudinal aspect of the data has been fully exploited in this study but has nonetheless shown promise for helping us to understand the effects of past behavior on subsequent behavior. Future studies should pay close attention to family interactions and should try to take further advantage of the longitudinal aspects of the IDP and other newly available panel studies, such as the "Parnes" National Longitudinal Surveys.

Also, further research should explore the applicability of the results presented here to other time periods, other demographic groups (e.g., nonwhites and persons not currently married) and across the demographic subgroups aggregated together here; for example, certain parameters may differ by life-cycle stage.

Other suggestions for extending the research given here include the following:

1. The whether to migrate and choice of destination decisions should be considered together, since it is likely that families base their decisions regarding whether to move or stay on whether there are destinations worth moving to. In the present study we used summary indicators of the costs and benefits of migration in general, e.g., maximum benefit/cost ratios, to explain whether or not a family moved, but we were unable to consider tradeoffs and interactions between the various attributes for a particular destination. For example, how much higher does the present value of wage gains need to be to induce a family to move an additional 500 miles? What is the tradeoff between increased wage gains and an increased probability of unemployment? A statistical technique for
analyzing choices among multiple alternatives, e.g., poly-
chotomous logit analysis, should be used for such a combined
analysis.

2. The approach used here of imputing wages that could be earned
in various potential destinations to explain whether a family
moves and how it chooses among potential destinations appears
very promising, but implementing it led to the choice of
geographic units that are large and heterogeneous (census
divisions) and between which relatively few people migrate.
Two different, though related, considerations led to this
choice:
a. the areas had to be large enough to provide sufficient
sample sizes for estimating regional wage equations.
b. the number of areas had to be small enough to model
choices among them. Explaining choices among more than
10 alternatives becomes unwieldy empirically.
The first restriction could be circumvented by using a larger
data set, e.g., census data, to estimate the wage equations
for a (larger) number of smaller areas and defining the ex-
planatory variables to be measures available both in that
data set and in the one being used for the migration analysis.
The coefficients of the wage equations estimated using the,
say, census, could then be used to impute wages to persons in
the, say, IDP data, using IDP values of the explanatory vari-
ables. By relaxing the second restriction, we want to redefine
the potential destinations so that the number of them
is still fairly small but that there are a larger number of
migrant possibilities include the following:
a. The alternative destinations could be classified by their
proximity to the current labor market, e.g., moving (a)
within current labor market, (b) to the best adjacent

*Future work should look for a way to incorporate the ex-post
experiences of migrants (measured, over a number of years, if possible)
into the calculation of ex ante expected earnings gains, but should
be careful to avoid selectivity biases.
labor market, (c) to the best alternative with a 100-mile radius, and so on, where "best" might be defined by a weighted average of wage opportunities and employment probabilities; alternatively, we could have a move (a) within the county, (b) to a contiguous county, (c) to a noncontiguous county within the same state, (d) to a contiguous state, and so on. The main problem with this approach is summarizing the relevant attributes (average? maximum or minimum?) of each alternative.

b. Alternative destinations could be classified by type—e.g., large metropolitan labor markets, small rural markets, etc. The main shortcoming of this method is that it will be difficult to control for the geographic dispersion of these types and hence to consider distance as an explanatory variable. Also, again it will be necessary to somehow summarize the characteristics of each type of destination.

c. The choices could be defined to be a certain number, say eight to ten, of the most popular destinations and one or several residual categories, perhaps geographically defined, e.g., "other southern areas." The definition of the choice set could differ among demographic or skill groups; e.g., the set of most popular destinations for blacks may be different from that for whites.

d. Since a substantial proportion of moves in a given period are return or repeat moves and since these repeat migrants appear to respond differently from nonrepeat migrants to the variables that influence migration decisions and destination choice, one may want, for certain questions, to restrict the sample to persons and families who have moved previously and model their decisions among the alternatives of "staying," "returning," and "moving elsewhere."

* Each of these methods (a–d) is based on an implicit assumption about the way migrants evaluate alternative destinations. The choice among these methods to define the set of alternative destinations should be based on an evaluation of the validity of the assumptions...
3. Other pairs of years should be considered, both to determine whether parameters vary over time, say with the business cycle, and also to increase the number of observations considered. If observations from a number of years are pooled, care should be taken to use econometric techniques that allow for the joint dependence of migration decisions in various years and for the intrafamily correlation of residuals over time.

4. More attention should be given to understanding and modeling the migration behavior of the unemployed and others looking for jobs; special attention should be given to considering migration as a type of job mobility, to understanding which job searchers choose to move, and to modeling job search in a family context. We have shown in this report that unemployed persons are more likely to move than persons who are not looking for work. Furthermore, we have shown that, of the unemployed, those who have low incomes, high wage rates, or have lived in their area of current residence less than three years are the most likely to move. However, these findings are based on a small number of unemployed persons and further work is required to see if they hold for other time periods, other demographic groups, and within age and education subsets of the group considered here. In addition, a number of other interesting questions could be investigated:

- How does the availability and receipt of unemployment insurance influence migration?

underlying each. For example, the second method is based on the assumption that all large metropolitan areas offer the same opportunities to the potential migrant, and that the opportunities offered in one small rural market are similar to those available in another, and so on. To test the validity of this assumption one should compare, for various skill levels, the variances of wages and employment probabilities within and among destination-type categories. One wants to choose categories whose within-category variance is small relative to the between-category variance. To evaluate criterion (3) one would determine what proportion of all moves are made to the eight or ten most popular destinations. Furthermore, different methods may imply different geographic units to be used for estimating the wage equations.

* This should be done regardless of whether years are pooled.
Does the wife's unemployment have the same effect on family migration as the husband's?

How do the number and length of spells of unemployment affect migration?

Do the migration propensities of unemployed persons differ by the reason for leaving the last job (quit, layoff, etc.)?

Does the method of job search used by the head or wife affect the probability that the family will move?

Are unemployed workers less likely to move when the average national unemployment rate is high than when it is low?

How do the relationships discussed here vary over the business cycle?

In addition to including explanatory variables that would enable us to answer these questions, the effects of expected destination unemployment on migration and choice of destination should be estimated using more personalized measures of the probability of unemployment after migration. These could be imputed, using a methodology similar to that used to estimate destination wages here, from regressions of the incidence of unemployment or number of weeks of unemployment on a set of personal characteristics, with separate regressions estimated for each (type of) destination area.

5. We have shown here that a sizable proportion of the persons moving in a given time period have also moved before. It is likely, for this subset of persons, that the consequences of one move are in part the determinants of the next. And even for persons who have not moved recently, changes in their wages, hours of work, and incomes over time, as well as the levels of these variables, may affect their migration decisions. In previous research, the causes of migration have typically been studied separately from the effects.

*The conceptually correct measure of individual and family consequences of migration would compare the postmigration earnings and employment stability of migrants with what they would have experienced.
scant attention has been given to the question of how changes over time in a family's characteristics and well-being may affect its propensity to move. Longitudinal data make such investigations possible.* Careful analyses of the longer-term determinants of migration should enable us to learn more about the role of migration as an adjustment to economic change. An integrated study of the determinants and consequences of geographic mobility should help us to understand better the causes of repeated migration and the phenomenon of the "chronic mover." Such a study may enable us to identify the types of people likely to become unplanned return or repeat movers and to suggest policies that may help discourage such costly and apparently unproductive series of moves.

had they not moved. The latter, however, cannot be observed. In previous studies it has been proxied by the experiences of "similar" nonmigrants at the origin (e.g., Wertheimer, 1970), "similar" nonmigrants at the destination (e.g., Masters, 1972; Yezer and Thurston, 1976), or the premigration experiences of the migrants (e.g., Saben, 1964; Sandell, 1975). The last is preferable since it controls for unmeasured characteristics of the migrants that influence their experiences in all time periods.

* Fuller use of the longitudinal nature of the data is not without its problems. The IDP, for example, surveys households, not individuals, per se. Sometimes, a series of family composition changes results in a primary respondent in later years who is unrelated to the person who was the main respondent in the first several years.
The probit technique estimates the parameters, $\beta$, of an index, $I = \beta X$, which relates family characteristics to the probability of migrating, $P$, through the formula for the cumulative normal distribution function:

$$P = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} \int_{-\infty}^{I} \exp \left( -\frac{t^2}{2} \right) dt.$$ 

Unlike OLS, where $\frac{\partial P}{\partial x_i} = \beta_i$ in a linear specification, how a change in a variable $X_i$ affects the probability in a probit equation depends on the value of $I$ and, hence, the value of $P$:

$$\frac{\partial P}{\partial X_i} = \frac{\exp \left( -\frac{I^2}{2} \right)}{\sqrt{2\pi}} \cdot \beta_i.$$ 

$\frac{\partial P}{\partial X_i}$ is largest in absolute value when $I = 0$ ($P = 0.50$) and becomes smaller as $P$ approaches 0 or 1. The factor that premultiplies $\beta$, $(2\pi)^{-1/2} e^{-I^2/2}$, has a maximum of 0.3989 and asymptotically approaches 0 as $I \to \pm \infty$. 
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In Table 4, the $\beta$s for the probit index are presented in brackets in the second subcolumn of Eq. (11). In the first subcolumn, $\partial P/\partial x_i$ has been evaluated at $I = -2.15$, or $P = 0.0158$, which is near the mean interdivisional migration rate for this sample. $\partial P/\partial x_i$ has been calculated by multiplying the index $\beta$s by 0.04. Thus, the $\partial P/\partial x_i$ presented in Table 4 show how a family which has a 1.58 percent probability of migrating would respond to an incremental change in each explanatory variable. A family with characteristics that make it much more likely to migrate, e.g., one with previous migration experience and/or whose head is unemployed, would be more responsive (unless $P > 0.9842$). A family with characteristics that give it a 50 percent probability of migrating would be ten times more responsive to a given change in $X$ (have $\partial P/\partial x_i$ s ten times those in Table 4) than the average family depicted in Table 4.

*For example, $I = -2.15$ for the following type of family:

- the head is employed but looking for a different job (JLK-E = 1)
- the family currently lives in a division with a 6 percent unemployment rate (Unempl. Rt. = 6)
- the maximum cost/benefit ratio = $1000 (PV_{\text{fam}} = 1)
- family nonwage, nonlocation-specific income is $300 (Nonwg. Inc. = 0.3)
- the husband's and wife's wage rates are $3.75 and $2.50, respectively ($W^h = 3.75, W^w = 2.50$)
- the wife works half-time [1000 hours] (Hrs/yr$^w = 1$)
- the wife earns 25 percent of family wage income (Wife's share of earnings = 0.25)
- the head has 12 years of education (Educ$^h = 12 = 1$).
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unemployment rate effects are each weighted by the relative size of the group to which they pertain; the weighted average is very small and often negative. Thus, we see that the "push" of origin unemployment rates is effective but only for those who are without jobs; the aggregate effects appear to have been eclipsed by the absence of "push" for the majority who have jobs.

Policy Implications

These results have important policy implications for they demonstrate that, contrary to the findings of many other studies (e.g., Lowry, 1966; Lansing and Mueller, 1967), local economic conditions do affect outmigration, but only among the subset of people most seriously affected by those conditions—the unemployed. In addition, we have shown that, even without direct policy influence, unemployed persons, as well as others looking for jobs, are more likely to move than those not actively looking for work, bringing into question the need for policies to induce the unemployed to move. Furthermore, we have seen that recent migrants who are searching for work are considerably more likely to move than recent arrivals who have found acceptable employment or than other persons looking for work, indicating that persons who migrate and cannot find acceptable employment tend to move on; we will see below that many of them return to places where they have lived before.

RETURNS TO MIGRATION (PRESENT VALUE OF WAGE DIFFERENCES)

The Conceptual Variable

As noted earlier, human capital theory views migration (like many other types of behavior) as an investment in oneself; whether the investment is undertaken is governed by the expected payoff, or return, on the investment. For most families the main component of the return to migration is likely to be the present value of the difference between potential lifetime earnings after migrating and what would be earned.

*The weighted averages for Table 3 range between +0.00064 and -0.00046 for Eqs. (2)-(5).
at origin in the absence of migration. The probability that the family will leave origin i should be positively related to the present discounted value of the difference between what the husband and wife could earn elsewhere and what they could earn at i.

**Constructing the Empirical Variable**

Measuring the return to migration is not a trivial or straightforward matter. The ideal measures of the potential earnings returns to migration would be the differences between the expected present values of family earnings at j, for all j ≠ i, and the expected present value of the family lifetime earnings at i. However, the data necessary to construct such measures are not available, and a number of assumptions must be made. The procedure used here is as follows: It is assumed that the potential migrant would earn at j the same wage rate as earned by current residents of j with similar characteristics. The characteristics considered here include age, sex, race, marital status, number of years since leaving school, number of years with current employer, education, occupation, industry, disability status, veteran status, and whether a union member. For each census division I have estimated wage equations for both husbands and wives—regressions of the natural logarithm of the hourly wage rate on the characteristics listed above—using a sample of persons living in that division.

* Even if we did observe the entire lifetime stream of earnings, it would only be for places in which the person actually lived. To construct the present value measure discussed here, we need lifetime earnings streams at origin and at all possible destinations. For nonmigrants we would need to know what they could have earned if they had moved and for migrants we would need to know what they would have earned had they not moved.

** Years on current job, disability, veteran, and union status are not reported in the IDP data for wives.

*** IDP data are used to estimate these equations. Census divisions rather than smaller more homogeneous areas were chosen to be the geographic units so that the sample sizes would be sufficiently large to permit estimation of separate equations for each area. All five years of the panel have been pooled to provide large enough sample sizes for each of these wage regressions. Time dummies have been included to allow the intercepts to differ each year. The R-squared for many of the wage equations exceed 50 percent. Some equations include more than one
Estimating wage equations separately for each division allows for divisional differences in parameters. Thus the labor market "value" of various personal characteristics differs geographically. People are hypothesized to locate in the area where their characteristics are valued most highly. For each husband and wife in the sample, a wage is imputed from these equations for each of the nine divisions (including the one where the family lived in 1971). These provide estimates of what a potential migrant could earn in each potential destination.

** Observation for a particular person, but no adjustment has been made for possible intercorrelations among an individual's error terms.

*I am implicitly (though unrealistically) assuming each division to be a (group of similar) labor market(s).

** Despite some shortcomings, measures of the potential returns to migration estimated by this approach should be better than those in other studies. In the studies based on the human capital approach which used the 1960 Census to model 1955-60 migration (DaVanzo, 1972; O'Neill, 1970; Schwartz, 1968; and Bowles, 1970), the return variables (1) are based on income rather than wage data; (2) use postmigration (1959) incomes which may have been affected by migration during the period being considered; (3) use aggregate data in which husbands and wives cannot be matched (in fact, only one of these studies (DaVanzo) even considers the possible effect of one spouse's wages on the other's migration); and (4) assume migrants earned the same at origin and destination as others there of the same age, race, sex, and education. In the present study, we were able to observe each person's actual pre-migration wages at origin and are able to base our estimates of their potential wages at all possible destinations on a more detailed list of personal characteristics.

Kaluzny (1975) uses a weighted average of the average income in each area to construct his measure of expected gains; previous migration rates are the weights.

Polachek and Horvath (1976) estimate a regression explaining earnings changes between year t and year \( t + n \) (\( n = 1 \) or 4) and include a dummy indicating whether the family migrated between years t and \( t + 1 \) and interactions of this dummy with four personal characteristics for husbands (age, premigration earnings, years on current job, and a professional occupation dummy) as explanatory variables in this earnings change equation. This equation is then used to impute what similar nonmigrants could have earned had they migrated. However, such an approach is likely to suffer from a selectivity bias (see Lewis, 1974, for a discussion of this problem in migration studies) for there may be uncontrolled differences between the earnings differences available to the two groups that made migration attractive to one and not to the other. Especially when area of origin is not controlled for, it is not correct to assume that nonmigrants would have reaped the same gain had they moved as "similar" persons who did move.
These imputed wages are then adjusted in three ways: (1) Migrants are assumed to lose some of the premium they receive for specific job experience (years on current (premigration) job) and union membership. (2) The imputed wage at \( j \) is multiplied by \( W_i/W_j \), the ratio of the actual to the imputed wage at \( i \), to adjust for the fact that, due to certain unobserved characteristics (e.g., ability), persons who earn higher (lower) than expected wages at \( i \) are likely to earn higher (lower) than expected wages at \( j \). (3) All divisional wages are deflated by their respective divisional cost-of-living indices.

Then, for each potential destination \( j \), the present value of the difference between what the person could earn at \( j \) and what they earn at \( i \) has been calculated using a 2.5 percent annual rate of interest.

\( W_j \) is estimated twice, once setting the union dummy and the years on the current job variables equal to their 1971 values, and once setting them equal to zero. When constructing present values, the disadvantage of losing the wage premium due to specific work experience and union membership is assumed to decrease over time. The imputed opportunity wage is taken to be a weighted average of the experience/union adjusted imputed wage and the one not so adjusted. The weight given to the adjusted wage decreases over time and is assumed to equal zero after five years. (This is done only for \( j \neq i \).)

Many men who belonged to a union before they moved did not after they moved. These adjustments cannot be made for women because union and years-on-the-current-job variables are not reported for them.

** However, this overlooks the fact that some persons may stay at (leave) \( i \) precisely because their relative position in the wage distribution is higher (lower) there than elsewhere. However, \( W_j \) not adjusted by \( W_i/W_j \) did not perform as well as the adjusted ones.

*** Present values that used wages adjusted for cost of living performed better in explaining migration than measures not adjusted for geographic differences in the cost of living. Adjustments for the expected probability of employment, defined as one minus the area unemployment rate, have also been tried but did not improve the performance of the present value variable. Aside from the problems associated with using the area unemployment rate to construct a measure of the probability of finding an acceptable job (see footnote on p. 36 and footnote 3 on p. 90), Fields found that his migration equations had considerably more explanatory power when measures of employment probability were entered linearly rather than when they were multiplied by annual earnings, suggesting that these probabilities may exert an effect independent of that on expected earnings.
growth of real wages, an 8 percent discount rate, weighting each wage
by the number of hours the person worked the previous year (1970),
and summing over the number of years until he (she) is 65 years old.
The husband's and wife's present values are then added. These measures
can be interpreted as the lifetime returns that a knowledgeable prospec-
tive migrant family might anticipate to be available by moving to desti-
nation j.

For the whether to migrate analysis, these eight family present
values (one for each potential destination) are collapsed into a single
measure that indicates the size of the lifetime wage gains available to
the family if it migrates; in doing so, account is taken of the fact
that some of these wage gains are more costly to attain than others. To
approximate present values net of costs for each potential destination,
each family present value has been divided by the natural logarithm of
the distance between i and j, the proxy for many of the costs of moving
from i to j (see p. 91); the resulting variable can be viewed as a
benefit/cost ratio. The maximum of these benefit/cost ratios, \( P_{fam} \),
is the measure of the potential returns to migration. **

The implication of using the same rate of growth for each area is
that the wage paths associated with various possible destinations will
not cross. This means that we are modeling migration as if it were a
once and for all decision, for the best choice in period 0 is implicitly
assumed to be the best choice in all subsequent periods. Present values
that use rates of growth which differed among areas (defined as one-
quarter of the coefficient of the 1972 dummy in the wage equations (see
footnote 2 on p. 36) or derived from estimated experience paths) have
also been tried but did not perform as well as the present values based
on the same rate of growth for each area.

Ideally, we would like to multiply each future year's potential
wage gain by the number of hours to be worked that year at that location,
but since we do not have information on the latter, the number of hours
worked in 1970 is used to measure the average number of hours the hus-
band and wife are expected to work each year in the future. This is
assumed to be the same for all j. (Even if we could observe differences
among areas, hours should be assumed to be the same in each area to
avoid an index number problem.)

It would have been more appropriate to subtract costs, but dis-
tance cannot be readily converted into dollar terms. Present values
not deflated by distance have also been tried but did not perform as
well as the deflated measures.

To sum up the preceding discussion, the formula for the \( P_{fam} \)
variable is
Hypotheses Tested Here

We expect the coefficient of this measure of expected returns to migration, $PV_{\text{fam}}$, to be positive. Furthermore, we hypothesize that families whose heads are looking for jobs, especially those with unemployed heads, should be more responsive to the opportunities available elsewhere than families whose heads are not looking for work; interactions of the present value variable and the J/LK dummies provide the test of this hypothesis.

\[
\begin{align*}
\left( \sum_{t=1}^{T_h} \frac{H^h_t \cdot (W^h_{jt} - W^w_{jt})(1 + g)^t}{(1 + r)^t} + \sum_{t=1}^{T_w} \frac{H^w_t \cdot (W^w_{jt} - W^w_{jt})(1 + g)^t}{(1 + r)^t} \right) \cdot \ln(D_{ij}) = 1000
\end{align*}
\]

where $H^h_t$ = number of hours worked by the husband in 1970

$H^w_t$ = number of hours worked by the wife in 1970

$W^h_{jt}$ = $W^w_{jt} \cdot W^h_{jt}$

$W^h_{jt}$ = estimated wage the husband could earn in area $j$, given his personal characteristics (imputed from the wage equation for division $j$), adjusted for union membership, experience on current job (see footnote 1 p. 45), and cost of living

$W^w_{jt}$ = estimated wage at $i$, adjusted for cost of living (imputed from wage equation for division $i$)

$W^w_j = W^w_i \cdot W^w_{jt}$

$W^w_{jt}$ = wife's imputed wage at $j(i)$

$W^w_i =$ wife's actual wage at $i$

(All wages are adjusted for cost of living.)

$g = \text{real rate of growth} = 0.025$

$r = \text{discount rate} = 0.08$

$T^h = \text{working life remaining} = 65 - \text{Age}^h \text{ if } \text{Age}^h < 65$

$= 1 \text{ if } \text{Age}^h \geq 65$

$T^w = \text{same as } T^h \text{ substituting wife's age}$

$\ln(D_{ij}) = \text{proxy for costs} = \text{natural logarithm of the distance between i and j}$
Empirical Results

Returning to Tables 2 and 4, we see that the migration response to a change in the family's potential earnings gain does vary by the head's labor force status, as well as by which sample is used (Table 2) and by how the explanatory variable measuring income effects is defined (Table 4).

Families with employed heads not looking for work appear to be insensitive to the expected returns in deciding whether to move. The coefficient of $p_{fam} \cdot NOLK-E$ is always insignificant. However, curiously, families in the total sample with heads not in the labor force and not claiming to be looking for work (NOLK-Oth) appear to respond positively, and significantly, to the level of $p_{fam}$ in deciding whether to move.

When the nonwage, nonlocation-specific income variable, Nonwg. Inc., is used, families with unemployed heads appear to respond negatively to the $p_{fam}$ variable; the coefficient is significantly different from zero for the total sample, but is insignificant for the more policy-relevant large subsample. However, when total family income is used to measure income effects (Eq. (8) of Table 4), the large subsample coefficient of $p_{fam} \cdot JLK-U$ becomes positive and significant with a t-statistic exceeding 3, and is now larger than the $p_{fam}$ coefficients for the JLK-E or NOLK group. Our inability to find a consistently positive relationship for families with unemployed heads may be due to the assumption made in constructing the $p_{fam}$ variable that the family head will each year work the same number of hours in i and each potential destination j as he worked in i in 1970. (Most men unemployed at the time of the survey did work nearly full time in 1970). Unemployed persons may be responding to expected hours changes as well as to wage differences.

The size of the coefficient of $p_{fam} \cdot JLK-E$, on the other hand, appears to be relatively insensitive to how the income variable is

*Perhaps the NOLK-Oth group contains some students or military men who did not report they were looking for work at the time of the survey but completed school or left the armed forces, searched for jobs, and moved before the next survey.
defined, always being positive and significant, with a t-statistic exceeding 4 for the large subsample. The coefficient is even larger and is much more significant (t > 8) when the total sample is used.

To sum up, it appears that families with heads who are employed but looking for a different job are quite responsive to the size of expected returns to migration in deciding whether or not to move, while families with employed heads not looking for work are unresponsive to opportunities elsewhere. The results for families with unemployed heads are mixed, being sensitive to sample composition and to the definition of another explanatory variable and probably biased by measurement error in the construction of the PV_{fam} variable. But for families with civilian working-age, nonstudent heads, they indicate either no significant relationship between migration and PV_{fam} \cdot \text{JLK-U} or a significantly positive one.

These results are encouraging in the support they give to the methodology used to estimate what potential migrants could earn in alternative destinations. In Sec. V, we see that the imputed wages also explain how a family chooses among alternative destinations.

**Policy Implications**

The findings discussed in this section imply that, other things the same, any policy that reduces (increases) the dispersion of the distribution of after-tax, cost-of-living-adjusted wages available in alternative geographic labor markets should reduce (increase) migration of persons who are unemployed or dissatisfied with their current jobs. This would include policies that might affect wage rates per se, e.g., minimum wage laws, as well as policies that affect the real value of the portion of the wage kept by the employee, for example, an income maintenance program's implicit tax on wages; such a tax would reduce the size of the net wage gain return to migration available to program participants.

---

In a regression not reported here, the husband's and wife's components of the present value variable were entered separately. The coefficient of the wife's component was positive, but insignificant. Changes in net wage rates also affect the opportunity costs of migration, as discussed later in this section.
FAMILY INCOME

How Family Income Might Affect Migration*

Even when the return to migration is held constant, the level of a family's income may affect its propensity to migrate (O'Neill, 1970; DaVanzo, 1972). The direction of the relationship between the level of family income and the probability the family will migrate is ambiguous a priori. On the one hand, the greater the family's income, the better able it is to afford the costs of moving (DaVanzo, 1972). But in addition to this financing effect, income may have a consumption effect on migration (O'Neill, 1970; DaVanzo, 1972). If migration or the nonpecuniary returns to it are the types of goods that people buy more of as their income increases (normal goods), the consumption effect will be positive and reinforce the positive financing effect. However, if the migration process or the nonpecuniary returns to it are inferior goods, the consumption effect will offset the financing effect and the sign of the income effect will be indeterminate, a priori.

The sign and size of the income effect have important policy implications for they indicate the potential effect on migration of public programs that change a family's income.

*The few previous studies that have attempted to estimate income effects have generally found them to be positive. Using aggregate data, O'Neill (1970) found the coefficient of origin income to be positive in explaining interdivisonal migration when the difference between origin and destination income was held constant. DaVanzo (1972), using a similar model, found that the size of the partial derivative of the migration rate with respect to origin income is positively related to the distance moved and is negative for relatively short moves. This evidence is consistent with a positive financing effect and a negative consumption effect. (The positive coefficient of the income-distance interaction can be interpreted as indicating that the financing effect is more important the costlier (longer distance) the move. The distant-independent influence of income on migration was negative, indicating the influence of either opportunity costs independent of distance or a negative consumption effect.)

Kaluzny (1975) uses total family income to measure income effects in his analysis of migration with micro (IDP) data. He estimates income effects that are positive at younger ages but become very small or negative for middle-aged persons.
Defining the Income Variable

To estimate the income effect one should use an income measure likely to induce the same behavioral response as an exogenous change in income such as would be brought about by an income supplement or a relocation bonus. A variable measuring the family's nonwage, non-location-specific income, Nonwg. Inc., is included to measure such a concept. It excludes total family income components such as wage income and returns on location-specific assets (e.g., farm, business, and professional income) which are likely to have their own independent effects on migration. For purposes of comparison, results are presented in Eq. (8) of Table 4 using an income variable, Total Family Income, that does not exclude these components.

Empirical Results

The coefficient of Nonwg. Inc. is always significantly negative and fairly large in absolute magnitude in explaining the migration of families with unemployed heads; it is much smaller in absolute magnitude, but still negative and significant, for families with heads who are employed but looking for a different job. The Nonwg. Inc. coefficient is typically insignificant for families whose heads are not looking for work.**

The negative income coefficient for the JLK-U and JLK-E groups appears to indicate that the migration process, or the returns to it, are on balance an inferior good. For the unemployed group, it appears that those whose unemployment has caused them the greatest financial hardship and necessitated depleting their savings and selling their assets (or those who did not have assets to begin with) are the most...

*This relationship is not due to a positive correlation between nonwage income and age; even though nonwage income and age are positively correlated, at each age the average nonwage income of nonmovers exceeds that of movers; the former is usually two to ten times larger than the latter.

Note, however, that the income effect is positive and significant in explaining which unemployed plan to move.

**It is interesting to note that the income effect is significantly positive for nonlooking employed persons in the equation explaining changes of residence.
likely to move.* And since many of the unemployed were laid off, these results are consistent with the conjecture that those with the largest nonwage incomes can best afford to wait for their old jobs to become available again.

In Table 4, Eq. (8), I try the Total Family Income variable, which includes wage income and returns on location-specific capital (farm, business, and professional income and the imputed return to equity in the family's house), to determine the sensitivity of estimated income effects to the definition of the income variable.** We can see in Table 4 that income effects estimated using this income variable are smaller in absolute magnitude, less significant statistically, and sometimes have a different sign than the corresponding coefficients of Nonwg. Inc. The most dramatic difference is for the JLK-E group whose income effect is negative and significant when the nonwage, nonlocation-specific...

---

* Lansing and Mueller (1967) also found that the incentive to move becomes stronger when unemployment becomes a hardship; families with unemployed heads who experienced large income losses because of the unemployment or who were forced to take emergency measures to make ends meet, e.g., drawing on savings, were more likely to plan to move than families less seriously affected by the unemployment.

Money received as unemployment compensation is included in both of the income variables. Although state unemployment compensation is transferable when one moves (the state that collected the insurance premiums will pay the benefits even if the recipient no longer resides in that state), some people are apparently not aware of this fact (Lansing and Mueller, p. 172). If individuals think they will lose their benefits when they move, those receiving unemployment compensation, especially those living in high-benefit states, may be reluctant to move. This is another possible explanation for the negative income coefficients estimated for the unemployed.

** If wage income and returns on location-specific assets were also included per se as explanatory variables, the income effect should be the same regardless of which income variable is used (it is the coefficients of the wage and location-specific assets variables, which are included in one income measure but not in the other, that should change).

Many of the components of wage and location-specific income (W_g^h, W_g^w, Hrs/yr^w, Own house) are controlled for here, but the actual amounts of income are not entered as explanatory variables. (Variables measuring farm, business, and professional income have been tried as explanatory variables, but their coefficients were never significant.)
variable is used, but is positive and significant with the total family income measure.

Policy Implications

It appears that the income effect is not robust across alternative methods of estimating it.** This is disturbing because of the important policy implications of this variable. More work is needed before we can determine whether migration is a normal or inferior good and can confidently predict from nonexperimental data the effect on migration of an income supplement or relocation bonus. Nevertheless, the results presented here are consistent in indicating income effects to be generally insignificant for persons not looking for work but significantly negative for the unemployed, implying that staying, rather than moving, is the normal good for this latter group. Thus, unless receipt of an income bonus is conditional upon its being used to help defray the costs of moving, income supplements given to the unemployed may be used to subsidize their staying in their current location rather than to finance job search in other labor markets.

**This sign change is puzzling because it was expected that the inclusion in the income variable of wage and location-specific income, each of which should have a negative effect on migration, would bias the Total Family Income coefficient in a negative direction.

**It is interesting to note that the problems in estimating income effects on migration are similar to those encountered in estimating income effects on labor supply (see Greenberg, 1972; DaVanzo, De Tray, and Greenberg, 1973; and Smith, 1975). In both cases one wants to estimate separately the effects of the wage and nonwage components of income, for only the latter can give estimates of pure income effects. When estimating income effects on labor supply, care must be taken to exclude types of nonwage income that are work-related (e.g., transfer payments such as unemployment compensation or welfare, whose receipt is conditional on not engaging in work). Analogously, in estimating income effects on migration one wants to exclude from the income measure components that are returns on location-specific capital. Furthermore, the level of assets, or the flow from those assets, is likely to be endogenous to most family decisionmaking. Because assets are generated from past labor supply and, to some extent, past migration, life-cycle patterns of assets, labor supply, and migration are likely to be simultaneously determined by similar economic factors, including position in the life cycle.
HUSBAND'S WAGE RATE

As discussed in Sec. II, the higher the origin wage rate, the greater the opportunity cost of leaving a job at origin to migrate and look for a new job. Thus we expect husbands with jobs at origin to be less likely to migrate the higher their wage rate, other things the same. For a given wage rate, the strength of this effect will be positively related to the amount of time the migrant must spend moving and searching for an acceptable job and negatively related to the proportion of that time he would have spent working had he not moved. Hence, for a given amount of search time, the negative effect of a particular wage rate should be weaker for a person who was unemployed before moving than for one who was working full time.

In the empirical analyses in this report, potential opportunity costs are measured by the husband’s and wife’s wage rates.* The wage coefficients, which are allowed to differ for the NOLK, JLK-U, and JLK-E groups for males, are expected to be negative when family income and the husband’s and wife’s potential returns to migration, all of which contain wages as a component, are held constant.

When Fam. Inc. is the income variable (Eq. (8) of Table 4), the coefficients of the wage variables show the effect on migration of a compensated change in wage rates; to calculate uncompensated wage effects, one must add the corresponding income effect, weighted by the number of hours worked by the spouse under consideration, as well as the wage effects that work through the present value and the wife’s earnings share variables. In Tables 2 and 3 and most of Table 4, Nonwg. Inc. is the income variable. In this case the wage coefficient measures the wage effect not compensated for the income effect (though

* Imputed wage rates are used for persons whose wages are not reported in the survey.

Wage rate * Hours-of-work interactions have also been tried to allow the opportunity cost effect to vary with the number of hours worked, but the coefficients of these interactions were insignificant when the wage rate alone was also entered. Because the hours variable refers to the number of hours worked the year preceding the survey, it is not necessarily a good measure of the conceptually appropriate variable—the number of hours being worked before moving—especially for persons unemployed at the time of the survey.
it is still compensated for the wife's share and present value effects); to calculate a fully compensated wage effect, one must subtract the income effect weighted by the number of hours worked by the appropriate spouse.

Empirical Results

In Tables 2 and 4, the husband's wage coefficients are insignificant in explaining interdivisional migration for families whose heads are not looking for work or who are not in the labor force. The compensated husband's wage effect is negative, as hypothesized, and significant if the husband is employed but looking for a different job, but is positive and significant if he is unemployed. We expected that the opportunity cost effect might be weaker for families with unemployed heads, but did not expect it to be positive.*

The estimated wage coefficients for the JLK-U and JLK-E groups are larger in algebraic value when Nonwg. Inc. is used than when Fam. Inc. measures the income effect; and since one subtracts a negative income effect, the compensated wage effects calculated from the equation using Nonwg. Inc. are even larger in algebraic value compared with those from the equation that includes Fam. Inc. In fact, the JLK-E wage effect from the interdivisional equation using Nonwg. Inc. is positive if the hours worked by the husband exceed 650.

* I suspect that this result stems from the measurement error we noted previously regarding the construction of the PV_fam · JLK-U variable. In constructing the present value variable, it was implicitly assumed that in each period the potential migrant would work the same number of hours at destination after he moved as he would at origin if he did not move, both being set equal to the number of hours he worked the year before the survey. But unemployed persons are likely to be responding to expected increases in hours as well as to wage changes when deciding whether to migrate. For a given expected hours increase, the higher the destination wage W_i, the greater the earnings gain associated with that hours increase. If W_i and W_j are positively correlated, as seems very likely, this could explain the positive coefficient of W_j · JLK-U; unlike employed husbands looking for a job, who are less likely to migrate the higher their wage, presumably because the opportunity costs of moving (foregone origin wages) are higher, unemployed husbands are more likely to migrate the higher the wage they could earn if they worked, presumably because their opportunity costs of not moving (foregone destination wages) are higher.
These same relationships hold for the probit equation; the compensated wage effect is always positive for the JLK-U group and larger than that for the JLK-E group; it is negative for the JLK-E group when the number of hours worked is low but becomes positive as hours of work increase.

Looking at Table 3 we see that compensated and uncompensated wage effects for both the JLK-U and JLK-E groups become larger in algebraic value as the average distance of the type of migration under consideration becomes smaller (the latter is positive and significant for intercounty moves).* This is consistent with the expectation that the opportunity cost of moving should be inversely related to the average distance moved.

Policy Implications

Most policies that would affect net wages, e.g., new taxes, wage subsidies or minimum wage laws, are likely to bring about an uncompensated change in wage rates. Thus, to estimate their effect on migration, we must also consider wage effects on migration that work through the present value and wife's share variables (and through the income variable when Fam. Inc. is used), as well as the estimated coefficient of the wage rate variable. Such an exercise does not yield a simple, unambiguous answer. Not only does the size of the direct wage effect vary by employment status and type of migration, but the magnitudes of the various indirect effects depend on a number of other factors as well; the size of the husband's and wife's wage rates and hours of work, ** the number of additional years he will work, and whether the

* Recall that the present value variable is not included in the equations explaining shorter distance moves so we are unable to hold its effect constant. Note that a comparison of Eqs. (1) and (1a) in Table 3 shows that the interdivisional $W_{\text{JLK}}^h$ coefficient becomes larger when the present value variable is not included.

** The husband's wage effect on migration that works through the wife's earnings share variable is negative when the wife's earnings are smaller than the husband's share ($< 0.45$ in the divisional equation) and is positive when the wife's share is larger. It is zero when either the husband or wife does not work.
wage change under consideration is local or national.* It does appear
that a policy that increases (decreases) wages only in the local labor
market will tend to reduce (increase) the probability that a person
who is employed but searching for work will migrate interdivisionally,
whereas policies that change wages everywhere will have an effect simi-
lar in direction but much smaller in magnitude. Programs that increase
wages elsewhere more than in the current location are likely to in-
crease the probability that persons engaged in on-the-job search will
move. Families whose heads are not looking for work will be relatively
unaffected by changes in wages.**

WIFE'S WAGE RATE

As noted in the previous subsection, the wife's wage rate is in-
cluded to test for the hypothesized negative influence on opportunity
costs of wages foregone while moving and looking for work.*** The
wife's wage coefficient is always negative and significant at 10 per-
cent or better (except for the plan to move equation and the divisional
equation estimated for the small subsample); even the probit coefficient

*If the net wage a particular person could earn is assumed to
change everywhere, for example, because of a change in national economic
conditions or a new tax rate applicable in all areas (through, say, a
federal income maintenance program), the change in the size of the
present value variable will be much smaller than if the same wage change
only occurred in the labor market of current residence; in either case,
the present value effect must be weighted by the discounted sum of
hours to be worked in each year until retirement divided by the loga-
Rithm of distance.

**It seems inappropriate to draw policy implications for families
with unemployed heads because of the aforementioned problems due to the
apparent measurement error in the PV_fam * JLK-U variable. (The calcu-
lated uncompensated wage effects are positive for this group.)

For migrations shorter than interdivisional, we are unable to con-
sider the differential effects of local and national wage changes be-
cause the present value variable has not been defined for these types
of geographic mobility. The total wage effect, \( \frac{\partial P(Mig)}{\partial W_{L}} \), is always
positive in these regressions, being largest for the JLK-U group and
smallest for the NOLK-E group.

***Again a Wage rate * Hours-of-work interaction was tried but
was insignificant."
is significant at 10 percent. However, when the wife's wage effect estimated in an equation using Nonw. Inc. is compensated for the income effect, the compensated wage effect is positive if either the size of the appropriate income effect or the number of hours the wife works is not very small in absolute magnitude. Note, however, that the direct estimate of the compensated wife's wage effect in Eq. (8) of Table 4 is negative and significant at 5 percent. Thus there does appear to be a negative opportunity cost effect for wives.

As with the husband's wage, to calculate the effect on migration of an uncompensated change in the wife's wage one must also consider the effects that work through the present value and earnings share variables. Again, the size of these effects depends on the numbers of hours the husband and wife work, their wage rates, and her age, as well as whether the wage change is local or national. The wife's wage effect that works through the earnings share variable is positive if the wife's earnings are smaller than the husband's and will usually outweigh the direct wage effect in absolute magnitude. Thus, an increase in the wife's wage that did not change (much) the present value variable appears to increase migration if the wife earns less than the husband, but to reduce the migration propensities of families in which the wife earns the majority of the couple's wage income. A wage increase that is local only will reduce the present value of the earnings returns to migration. For the JLK-E group, the only one in the large subsample whose Pyfam coefficient is positive, an increase in local wages will always reduce the migration of families in which the wife earns the majority of family earnings. In families in which the wife earns less than the husband, the negative present value effect of a local wage increase will usually outweigh the positive wage effects if the wife is now and plans to continue working full-time. For wives who work half-time or less, the overall effect on migration of a local wage increase will be negative only if the wife is quite young (and hence has a large number of years over which the reduced earnings differential would be received). For both husbands and wives, a labor market change that causes an increase in the wage available elsewhere but does not change the wage available in the labor market of their current
residence will unambiguously increase migration, ceteris paribus, whenever the coefficient of $F_{fam}$ is positive.*

WIFE'S HOURS OF WORK AND SHARE OF EARNINGS

Over the years, and especially recently, it has become increasingly common for women, both married and unmarried, to work. The labor force participation rate of married women has increased from 22 percent in 1948 to 43 percent in 1974 (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1975). Such changes are likely to have important effects on family decisionmaking in general and on family migration in particular. Of particular interest to policymakers should be the potential influences on migration of policies such as the Equal Rights Amendment that might further increase women's attachment to the labor force.

Several recent studies have shown that families in which the wife works are less likely to migrate than families with nonworking wives (Long, 1974; Sandell, 1975; Mincer, 1976). Long and Mincer show in simple tabular analyses that families with husbands 30 years of age or older whose wives were employed in 1965 were less likely to be 1965-70 interstate migrants than those with nonworking wives, although at ages 25-29 men with wives working in 1965 were slightly more likely to move between states in the subsequent five years than men whose wives were not working in 1965 (13.9 percent versus 13.1 percent). Sandell, in a regression analysis of the "Parnes" data on middle-aged women, finds that families in which the wife worked in 1967 were significantly less likely to move to a different county or SMSA by 1972 than families in which the wife did not work in 1967. An alternative indicator of the wife's labor force commitment, the number of years she had her job, also had a negative influence on family migration.

Sandell hypothesizes that the lower migration propensity of families with working wives is due to their husbands' being less likely to search distant labor markets and to the opportunity costs of the wives' foregone wages; furthermore, he seems to assume that migration will

*Similarly, a nonuniform wage change that increases wages elsewhere much more than wages in the current location may increase the probability of migration.
always have a negative effect on wives' earnings. Mincer formulates a model about the migration propensity of a group of families, for whom both the husbands' and wives' mean net gains are assumed to be negative. He shows that when the husband's mean gain is held constant, increasing the wife's share of the family gain will reduce the proportion of families who move if the husbands' and wives' gains are not perfectly correlated across families. ** However, both the Sandell and Mincer arguments assume that the wife will always make a negative contribution to family returns to migration, on average. But if the wage the wife could earn in the destination where her family's net return is maximized, \( W^* \), exceeds the wage she earns now, \( W_i \), an increase in the number of lifetime hours she plans to work will increase her returns to migration. If \( W^* > W_i \) and if her returns rise faster with an increase in her hours than her costs (i.e., costs rise less than proportionately with hours), as seems likely, an increase in the wife's attachment to the labor force will increase the probability that the family will move. ***

None of the referenced studies is able to disentangle the total effects of wife's work into its components—its effect on opportunity costs, family income, and the expected present value of family earnings gains—since none of these studies controls for these variables. In addition, the influence on family migration of the wife's working may

---

* Sandell finds that wives who migrated between 1967 and 1971 experienced a smaller absolute earnings increase in that period than otherwise similar nonmigrant wives. However, the difference appears to be due to the fact that migrants experience a smaller increase (larger decrease) than the nonmigrants in number of weeks they worked in 1971 compared to 1966, rather than migration causing a decrease in the wage rate the wife earns. The labor supply reduction by migrant wives may represent a voluntary response to their husband's migration-induced increase in earnings rather than an adverse effect of migration.

** This is because the increase in the wife's share increases the absolute size of the negative family net gain by more than it increases the standard deviation of the distribution of this family gain.

*** Of course, if the partial derivative of costs with respect to hours exceeds one or if \( W^* < W_i \), an increase in the wife's lifetime work hours would further decrease her negative net returns and would reduce the probability that the family will move.
vary not only with the degree of her attachment to the labor force (most of the referenced studies considered only whether she worked), but also with the contribution that work makes to family earnings. In the empirical work here, the number of hours the wife worked in 1970 is used to measure the former, and the share of family wage income earned by the wife (wife's earnings share) is included to allow for the latter. The square of the wife's share term is also included to allow its effect to be nonlinear; it is expected that for given family income and expected family returns to migration, both of which are controlled for here, married couples in which the wife earns all of the income may behave much like couples where the husband earns all of the income.

We noted in Sec. II that unless the wage opportunities for husbands and wives are perfectly correlated in all potential destinations (and this is certainly not the case for the imputed wage opportunities estimated for this study), it will be more difficult for the family to maximize the opportunities of both spouses than for one spouse only. In families where both spouses contribute to family earnings, the family will maximize the sum of the husband's and wife's potential wage gains rather than the individual components. This should already be taken into account in our definition of the family present value variable. However, the construction of that and other variables may not adequately allow for other possible differences between families in which only one spouse works and families in which both spouses work. On the one hand, the costs of job search and possible losses of job-specific capital are likely to be higher when both spouses work, but on the other hand, there may be the potential for risk pooling; the chance that (at least) one spouse will find a job will be higher when both are searching for work than when only one plans to work. **

* Measures of longer term attachment, such as a number of years in the labor force, are not available in the 1971 IDP data.

** For instance, if the family wishes to minimize the amount of time one of its members is without work after moving, or, alternatively, maximize the probability of receiving some income by a certain date (say, when its unemployment compensation or savings runs out), it may be able to do this more effectively by having two (or more) members, rather than one, looking for work. The income earned by one (say, the wife), can then be used to subsidize the job search of the other.
Holding all other variables constant (including those that contain Hrs/yr\textsuperscript{W} as a component), we see that regardless of the type of migration being considered, the specification of the equation, or the estimation technique, the coefficient of Hrs/yr\textsuperscript{W} is nearly always negative and significant at 5 percent or better, the main exceptions being the insignificant coefficients for the subsample of families with military, retired, or student heads and for the plans to move equation.\footnote{Note the moving plans variable is based only on the head's response to a survey question, whereas the other dependent variables refer to actual family migration.} A dummy variable indicating whether Hrs/yr\textsuperscript{W} is greater than zero was also tried to test for the threshold effect found in the Long, Sandell, and Mincer studies, but it was insignificant when the continuous Hrs/yr\textsuperscript{W} variable was also included. Thus it is the extent of the wife's work, not just whether she works, that is important.

As with the wage rate variables, the coefficient of Hrs/yr\textsuperscript{W} variable indicates the size of the totally compensated hours effect when Fam. Inc. is the income measure.\footnote{As before, an adjustment for the income effect, this time weighted by the wife's wage, must be made when Nonwg. Inc. is used.} The uncompensated effect is discussed below.

Holding constant the wife's wage and hours, the husband's wage, the expected family earnings increase, and family income, we find that the families in which the wife contributes to family earnings are more likely to move than otherwise similar families without working wives, giving some support to the risk-pooling hypothesis. The wife's share and share squared coefficients are positive and negative, respectively, and are statistically significant for all types of migration (except very short moves), all specifications, and for both the OLS and probit equations. In the large subsample the effect on migration of the wife contributing to family income is always positive except for families in which her share is very large (> 75 percent for interstate migration, > 90 percent for interdivisional, > 95 percent for intercounty). The function peaks around 40-45 percent.

The many avenues through which the extent of the wife's work effort can affect migration and the discussion of a number of ceteris...
paribus effects (which call for compensating changes in other variables) make it difficult to see the overall influence on migration of the wife's working. To calculate the uncompensated effect, $\frac{\partial P(Mig)}{\partial (Hrs/yr)}$, one must consider the hours effects that work through the other variables that contain $Hrs/yr$ as a component--PV, Fam. Inc., and the wife's earnings share variables. When reasonable assumptions are made about the values of the wife's age and wage rates at origin and other locations and about the husband's hours and wage, the uncompensated wife's hours effect may be positive in certain cases, such as when her share of earnings is not substantial (less than 25 percent) or when her opportunities available elsewhere are better than those at origin ($W^w_j > W^w_j$) and she is fairly young and hence has a number of years over which to receive this wage increase. The size of $\frac{\partial P(Mig)}{\partial (Hrs/yr)}$ becomes smaller algebraically the larger the value of $Hrs/yr$, other things the same. Ignoring the present value component (i.e., assuming $W^w_j = W^w_j$), $\frac{\partial P(Mig)}{\partial (Hrs/yr)}$ will always be negative for families in which the wife earns close to half or more of the family wage income.

Thus we see that the effect on family migration of the wife's working is not as simple as indicated in recent studies, which generally estimate it to be negative. The size of the effect varies with the wife's age, wage, hours of work, and her contribution to family earnings, and may in certain cases be positive.

There are implications in these findings for the effects on migration of policies that may increase married women's attachment to the labor force (e.g., the Equal Rights Amendment). They should have mixed effects, increasing the migration propensities of some families.

*In fact, the $Hrs/yr$ coefficient is positive, though insignificant when the wife's share variables are excluded; when a quadratic hours term was also tried, the hours effect was positive as long as $Hrs/yr < 1875$. The coefficient of $W^w$ is also insignificant when the share variables are excluded. The share coefficients are smaller in absolute magnitude when the $Hrs/yr$ and $W^w$ variables are not included in the equation but still have the same signs and are significant. The share function peaks earlier (around 30 percent when $W^w$ and $Hrs/yr$ are excluded. Thus the same general implications arise regardless of the specification used.

**Note this is consistent with Long's finding that young families (the husband is 25-29) are more likely to migrate if the wife works.
especially those with young wives currently located in labor markets that offer relatively low pay to women \( W_j > W_i \), while decreasing those of others (particularly those whose wives make a substantial contribution to family income in the current location and do not have good opportunities elsewhere).

LOCATION-SPECIFIC CAPITAL

The term "location-specific capital" refers to assets that are more valuable in their current location than they would be in other areas; such assets are costly to dispose of, replace, or transfer to another locality. Major items include personal ties and relationships, information about the labor and products markets, a family's home, and location-specific capital the husband and wife have accumulated on their jobs, such as a clientele, seniority, and specific on-the-job training. The potential transactions costs of replacing such assets or losses in their value represent a cost of moving. Thus it is hypothesized that the greater the amount of location-specific capital the family possesses in its area of current residence, the less likely it is to leave that area, other things the same.

Previous studies (e.g., Lansing and Mueller, 1967) have shown that certain types of location-specific assets do indeed discourage migration; families who own their homes or have friends or relatives nearby exhibit lower rates of geographic mobility. Nonsalaried workers in professions that require heavy investments in capital equipment or the building of clienteles, or persons in professions with nonreciprocal licensing requirements that restrict interstate mobility, have also been shown to have low migration rates (Ladinsky, 1967).

In the empirical analysis here, the family's amount of location-specific capital is measured by:

- whether the family owns its home,
- whether the family has relatives nearby, and
- the occupation and industry of the husband and wife.

*Other measures of location-specific capital have also been tried in the empirical analysis but are not included in the regressions.
Turning to the empirical results, we see that home ownership and proximity of relatives inhibit migration, as hypothesized. Although the coefficient of own house becomes larger and more significant as the average distance of the type of migration under consideration becomes smaller (home ownership is the most significant variable in explaining intercounty and residential mobility), the elasticity remains about the same regardless of the type of migration. Of course, it is possible that home ownership may be simultaneously determined with decisions regarding geographic mobility--families that plan to move may choose not to buy homes (or families without homes may move to buy homes).

The relatives nearby coefficient fluctuates in sign and significance for the various types of migration considered here. It is significantly negative in the equations explaining residential migration and plans to move.

Originally, dummy variables for each of the standard census one-digit occupation and two-digit industry groups, for both the husband and wife, were included in the equations. Groups whose coefficients were not significantly different from zero have been dropped; groups whose coefficients were not significantly different from one another have been combined. The remaining groups are husband's occupation = professional, husband's industry = medical/dental or educational, wife's occupation = managerial or clerical, and wife's industry = personal services. The problem with such a categorization is that the presented here because their coefficients were not statistically significant (although they generally had the expected signs). These include:

- whether the head receives business, professional, or farm income, and if so, how much,
- whether the family head is self-employed,
- number of years the family head has been at his current job,
- whether the household head belongs to a labor union,
- whether the family has school-age children, and if so, how many,
- number of years the family has lived in its present house or apartment (this variable is included in Eqs. (6) and (7) of Table 3,
- number of neighbors known, and
- other indicators of social ties to the area, e.g., attendance at PTA meetings, church, or social organizations.

Two- or three-digit occupations are not reported in the 1968-72 IDP data.
one-digit occupation that contains people most likely to build up location-specific capital in their job--professionals--also contains people likely to have the largest geographic labor market and the most efficient job search mechanisms (e.g., professional meetings), and vice versa. Thus, the coefficient of the occupation dummies can only tell us the net result of these two opposing influences.

We find that families with male heads who are professionals or with female heads who have managerial (or clerical) occupations are more likely to make long-distance moves than those with other occupations. The size-of-market effect appears to be stronger than that of location-specific capital, on average.

Families in which the husband is in the educational or medical-dental fields or the wife's industry is personal services are less likely to move long distances than otherwise similar families in other industries. These are all fields in which one may build up location-specific capital through a clientele (and perhaps a license).

**PREVIOUS MIGRATION EXPERIENCE**

**Why Previous Migration Might Affect Subsequent Migration**

Other research (e.g., Morrison, 1971; Van Arsdol et al., 1967; Lansing and Mueller, 1967) has shown that previous (especially recent) migration is a strong correlate of subsequent migration. The positive effects of past migration on current migration may be partly due to the fact that (1) recent arrivals have had less time than long-time residents to build up location-specific capital in an area or that (2) they have lasting personal characteristics, e.g., age, education, or occupation, that cause them to be more mobile in general. Nevertheless, the effects of previous mobility are expected to persist, but to be smaller, even when these other factors are controlled for. It is hypothesized that certain unobserved factors (for example, wanderlust or a greater

A separately entered dummy indicating that the family head was self-employed was insignificant. Perhaps careful use of self-employment, occupation, and industry interactions would help disentangle the size of market and location-specific capital effects, but the resulting cell sizes are likely to be small.
responsiveness to opportunities elsewhere) cause some people to be more mobile than others, and also that there is some learning by doing associated with moving—families who have moved before find it easier and less costly to move again than those who have never moved. Furthermore, dissatisfaction with one move may cause a family to move again, perhaps returning to the original location.

The above discussion suggests not only that previous migrants are more likely to move again than those without recent migration experience, but also that there should be systematic patterns according to the number and recency of those moves.

Morrison (1971) and others have shown that the longer the family has lived in its current locality, the less likely it is to move again. It is plausible to suppose that duration of stay in an area is correlated with the amount of location-specific capital a family has built up. The longer a family remains in an area, the more costly it is to leave, in terms of potential losses of location-specific capital, including friendships and information about that area.

Holding constant the recency of the last move, the probability that a family will move again is likely to be related to the number of moves it has made in the past, reflecting a "learning by doing" effect. However, if multiple movers have lived in the area of current residence before they first moved (i.e., the multiple moves included a move away from and a move back to the place now lived in), these former return migrants should be less likely to move again than families with the same number of moves who had not lived in the current area before their most recent move there. For a given date of (most recent) arrival in an area, previous multiple movers who also lived in that area before are likely to have more location-specific capital in that area than nonreturn multiple movers to that area. Also, the fact they returned may indicate that they did not feel their initial migration lived up to expectations; this may lead them to conclude that migration is not a worthwhile investment for them.

Whether migrants move again is likely to be in large part determined by the extent to which the first move lived up to expectations. Persons who moved to steady work at high wages are more likely to be
satisfied with their original move than migrants who are still looking for work. The latter group may become discouraged and move on.

This discussion suggests a number of hypotheses that can be tested with IDP data to illuminate the phenomenon of repeat movement. In the empirical analysis, we test the following seven hypotheses about the effects of previous migration on the probability of subsequent migration:

1. Families who moved before are more likely to move again than those who have never moved.

2. The more recent the last move, the greater the probability that the family will move in the current period. Alternatively stated, the longer the family has lived in the area of its current residence, the less likely it is to move.

3. Families now living in area i whose head grew up in i are less likely to leave i than those whose head grew up elsewhere.

4. Holding constant the recency of the last move, the probability that the family will move again should be positively related to the number of moves made in the past.

5. Multiple movers now living in i who lived in i before the previous moves are less likely to move again than multiple movers who were nonreturn migrants to i.

6. Of families with previous migration experience, those whose head is looking for a (different) job should be more likely to move in the current period than those whose head is not looking for work. They should also be more likely to migrate than others looking for work but without recent migration experience.

7. The above hypothesized effects of past migration on current migration should be smaller, but are expected to persist, when other variables measuring other migration determinants, such as location-specific capital, age, education, occupation, and so on, are held constant.
The Subsequent Mobility of Previous Movers (Test of Hypothesis 1)

Data in the table below show that previous migrants are indeed more likely to move again. The total sample of 1952 families contains 142 families who made at least one interdivisional move between 1968 and 1971. Of these families with recent migration experience, 25 (17.6 percent) moved between 1971 and 1972; less than 1 percent of the families without recent interdivisional migration experience changed the division of their residence between 1971 and 1972. Over half of the 1971-72 interdivisional migrants in our sample also moved interdivisionally between 1968 and 1971. Comparable figures for interstate, intercounty, and residential moves are also given in the table. We can see that similar results hold for interstate and intercounty migration. The subsequent migration rates of previous migrants all exceed 15 percent; the subsequent mobility rate for all previous movers is nearly 35 percent. Over 50 percent of 1971-72 migrants also migrated at least once between 1968 and 1971, and over 80 percent of all 1971-72 movers also moved between 1968 and 1972; that is, less than 1 of every 5 families who moved between 1971 and 1972 did not also move during the previous three years. For all types of geographic mobility, the migration rate of those with recent (same-type) migration experience relative to that of recent nonmigrants (col. 6) increases as the average distance moved increases. A family that migrated interdivisionally between 1968 and 1971 is nearly 18 times more likely to migrate interdivisionally between 1971 and 1972 than one without recent interdivisional migration experience; 1968-71 intercounty migrants are only six times more likely to change county between 1971 and 1972 than families who have lived in their current county for at least three years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Migration</th>
<th>No. (1) in Total Sample Who Moved At Least Once Between 1968-72</th>
<th>No. (2) in Total Sample Who Moved Between 1971-72</th>
<th>No. (3) of 1968-71 Movers Who Also Moved Between 1971-72</th>
<th>1971-72 Mobility Rate of 1968-71 Movers (col. 3/col. 2)</th>
<th>1971-72 Mobility Rate of Those Without Recent (1968-71) Mover Experience (col. 4/col. 3)</th>
<th>1971-72 Mobility Rate of Recent Movers Relative to Recent, Nonmovers (col. 5/col. 4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interdivisional</td>
<td>147 (7.37%)</td>
<td>23 (2.92%)</td>
<td>25 (58.12%)</td>
<td>17.6%</td>
<td>9.9%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interstate</td>
<td>189 (9.68%)</td>
<td>34 (2.77%)</td>
<td>30 (55.62%)</td>
<td>15.9%</td>
<td>1.36%</td>
<td>0.36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercounty</td>
<td>370 (18.91%)</td>
<td>98 (4.2%)</td>
<td>52 (54.22%)</td>
<td>18.35%</td>
<td>2.70%</td>
<td>0.64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All movers</td>
<td>805 (41.34%)</td>
<td>184 (17.4%)</td>
<td>277 (80.52)</td>
<td>34.51%</td>
<td>5.83%</td>
<td>5.42%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Total sample is 1952 (6).
How Hypotheses 2-7 Are Tested

In the regressions in Tables 2 through 6 (pp. 29 through 34), a series of dummy variables is used to test hypotheses 1 through 7. In the interdivisional regressions, I have used dummies indicating whether or not an interdivisional move was made in the three previous pairs of years of the Panel data, 1968-69, 1969-70, and 1970-71. All possible combinations of these dummies are used to explore the effects on current migration of the timing and number of previous moves. This allows the cumulative inertia effect (hypothesis 2) to vary with the number of recent moves (hypothesis 4) and vice versa. (In Table 5, variables indicating the number of moves and the duration of residence are entered separately to estimate these effects independently.) A dummy indicating that the family head grew up in the area provides the test of hypothesis 3.

A dummy variable (Mult. yrs - Ret.) indicating that multiple moves concluded with a return move back to the area of 1971 residence tests hypothesis 5. The interaction of a dummy indicating that a recent move was made with one that indicates that the family head grew up in the area of current (1971) residence is also included to test for this prior-return-migration effect over a longer retrospective period. Interactions of a dummy indicating that a previous move was made and dummies indicating whether or not the family head is looking for work are used to test hypothesis 6. Hypothesis 7 is tested by observing in Tables 5 and 6 how the coefficients of the measures of past migration change when other explanatory variables are added to the migration equation. Table 5 presents interdivisional results for the total sample and the two subsamples; Table 6 reports interstate and intercounty regressions for the total sample.

In the noncontiguous state and interstate migration regressions in Tables 3 and 6 the previous migration dummies refer to previous

*These previous migration explanatory variables may, with the dependent variable, be jointly dependent on the explanatory variables and hence correlated with the equation's error. However, no attempt has been made to correct for this (see Nerlove and Press, 1973). I am implicitly assuming these previous migration explanatory variables to be predetermined as of the start of the migration period under consideration.
interstate moves; the grew up here dummy indicates whether the family head grew up in the state of his 1971 residence. In the noncontiguous county and intercounty migration equations in Tables 3 and 6 the explanatory variables measure 1968-71 intercounty moves; the grew up here dummy is also measured at the county level. Dummies indicating recent residential moves are the explanatory variables in the equations for residential moves and plans to move in Table 3; the number of years the family has lived in its house is included to measure duration of residence.

Empirical Results of Tests of Hypotheses 1-7

Turning to the estimates in Tables 2 through 6, we see that for all three samples, all types of geographic mobility, and all specifications, families that have moved before are usually more likely to move again, confirming hypothesis 1. As hypothesized, the size (and significance) of this effect differs according to when the previous moves were made, the number of previous moves, and whether or not the family head is looking for work, as well as by the type of migration. We see in Table 3 that in general the previous migration effects become weaker as the average distance of the type of move under consideration becomes smaller.

The hypothesis of cumulative inertia (hypothesis 2) is often not supported for the short (three-year) retrospective period considered here. Families who have lived in their area of current residence less than 1 year are in general less likely to move than those who have lived there longer. Except in the intercounty equations, families who moved 1 to 2 years before (M-2 or Dur. 1-2 yrs) are usually the most likely to move or to plan to move again, perhaps indicating that recently arrived migrants are willing to allow some time for adjustment before deciding whether to move again. ** Families who grew up in the

*The previous migration coefficients are often insignificant in the interdivisional equation estimated by probit. This may be because cell sizes for some of the explanatory variables are quite small for this type of migration when the large subsample is used.

**Morrison (1971) found a similar result in his investigation of intercounty migration using the Social Security Continuous Work History
area of current residence are usually significantly less likely to migrate than those who grew up elsewhere, confirming hypothesis 3, although the size of the coefficient is always relatively small.

In general, the probability of subsequent migration does tend to increase with the number of previous moves, supporting hypothesis 4; although in the large subsample those who moved every year are less likely to move again than those who moved once or twice, implying that there may be a limit to a family's tolerance for frequent repeated mobility. Of families with recent multiple moves, those who returned to a place where they lived before are less likely to move again than those who were nonreturn migrants to their current residence, as hypothesized. The coefficient of Mult. mvs - Ret. is significantly negative in explaining interdivisional, noncontiguous state, and interstate migration for the large subsample.

Among previous migrants, those returning to the area where they grew up are less likely to move again than others with recent migration experience, as hypothesized in 5. The coefficient of M-t * Grew up here is usually statistically significant, especially in explaining interdivisional and total sample migration.

Previous migrants who were not employed or were looking for a (different) job at the time of the survey (i.e., NOLK-Oth, JLK-U, JLK-E, or JLK-Oth) are substantially more likely to move again than those who were employed. The size of the effect varies somewhat among the

Data: persons who lived in a county less than one year were less likely to move than persons who lived there 1 to 2 years.

*For recent multiple movers whose multiple moves resulted in a return to the area where they grew up, one must add the Mult. mvs - Ret. and M-t * Grew up here coefficients to the appropriate M-1, M-2, ..., coefficients to determine how they differ from families without recent migration experience. Note that persons who move twice and return to the area where they grew up (Mult. mvs - Ret. = M-t * Grew up here = 1) are in many cases less likely to move than those who moved only once or than those who have not moved recently. Because a large fraction of double movers are return moves, this may explain why Morrison (1971) finds that when duration of residence is held constant, those who moved twice in the recent past (eight years in his case) are less likely to move again than those who moved zero, one, or three or more times. When the Mult. mvs - Ret. and M-t * Grew up here variables were excluded from the specification used here, the M-1-3 and M-2-3 coefficients were negative.
component groups and depends on which sample, specification, and migration measure is used, but is nearly always significantly different from zero.*

As hypothesized in 7, we see in Tables 5 and 6 that the coefficients of the previous migration variables usually become somewhat smaller in magnitude, but are still sizable and significant, when the explanatory variables that control for the other personal and place characteristics that affect migration are added. In several cases (e.g., interdivisional equations for the large subsample), the change in the coefficients is remarkably small.

Summary of Main Findings Regarding Chronic Movers

To sum up, our findings provide a basis for disentangling the causes of repeat migration by showing which persons at risk to chronic movement (recent migrants) do in fact become chronic movers. We have seen that recent migrants who are unemployed or employed but looking for a different job are considerably more likely to move again than recent arrivals who have apparently found acceptable employment. It has been shown that families who made several recent moves are more likely to move again if those multiple moves were a series of nonreturn moves, but that persons who made multiple moves that concluded with a return to a place lived in previously may be no more likely to move (again) than persons who have not moved at all. We will show below that many apparent chronic movers—previous migrants who moved again—do in fact return to places where they lived before, bringing into question the prediction of continued high migration propensities for this subset of "chronic" movers.

AGE AND EDUCATION

The likelihood that the family will move is expected to be negatively related to the age of the male family head. The relationship

*For families whose head is looking for work, or not in the labor force, the effect of previous migration is not distinguished by frequency or timing. To calculate the total effect of previous migration for such families, one must add the coefficient of the appropriate $M-t \cdot JLK$ variable to that of the appropriate $M-1, M-2, \ldots$, variable.
is not expected to be as strong as that usually found in other studies because many of the other explanatory variables—e.g., amount of location-specific capital, family income, the present values of wage differences—may be correlated with age and already adjust for many of the reasons often given for expecting a negative relationship between age and migration. Nevertheless, certain costs of moving, e.g., psychic costs or costs related to the number of belongings, may increase with age. The relationship between the family's migration and the age of the wife is also expected to be negative, but weak, for the same reasons.

Originally, age dummies for all five-year age groups for both husbands and wives were included in the regression specification to test these hypotheses while allowing the age-migration relation to be nonlinear. As with occupation and industry, groups with insignificant coefficients have been dropped and those whose coefficients were not significantly different from one another have been combined. Based on these criteria, only three age dummies appear in the regressions—Age$^h = 25-29$, Age$^h \geq 65$, Age$^w < 20$. All three have negative coefficients and are significantly different from zero in the total example, but only the coefficient of Age$^w < 20$ is significant in the large subsample. Note, furthermore, that the Age$^w < 20$ coefficient becomes larger in algebraic value as the average distance moved decreases; its coefficient is positive and significant in explaining intercounty and residential moves. Thus married couples with very young wives are less likely than other couples to move long distances, but are more likely to make short moves.

Migration studies typically find that age-specific migration rates for five-year age groups decrease as age increases for ages $> 20-24$. We do observe that families with husbands 65 or over and those with wives less than 20 are less prone to long distance migration, but contrary to expectations, in our total sample males 25-29 are significantly less likely to move than those less than 25 or those 30-64. However, this appears to be due to the fact that men of this age who are students or in the military are less mobile. The coefficient of Age$^h = 25-29$ is negative, very large in absolute magnitude, and significant in the
small subsample that contains only students, military, and retired families, but is insignificant in the civilian nonstudent sample. The observed patterns also may be due to the fact that other explanatory variables—e.g., the present value variables, income, and the measures of location-specific capital—are correlated with age and capture specific effects that in past studies had been lumped together in "age."*

Along with a negative age relation, a positive relation between education and the propensity to migrate is one of the most consistent findings in other migration research. A number of hypotheses have been proposed to explain this relationship: Educated persons have been hypothesized to be more efficient at processing information, to be better able to deal with economic disequilibria, to be more adaptable to change, to have larger geographic job markets, and to prefer geographic to occupational mobility because of investments in occupation-specific training (Schwartz, 1976; Mahoney, 1968; Schultz, 1975). Thus it is expected that the probability that a family will migrate will be positively related to the education of the husband and to the education of the wife. As with age, occupation, and industry, initially dummies for all levels of husband’s and wife’s education were included to test this hypothesis and to allow the education-migration relationship to be nonlinear. As before, groups whose coefficients were not significantly different from zero have been dropped and those whose coefficients were not significantly different from one another have been combined. The only variables which remain using these criteria indicate whether the husband has exactly twelve years of education and whether the wife has less than twelve years of schooling.

Like the age results, the education coefficients are also different than expected. Families with male heads who have completed high school

*When these explanatory variables are left out and the age dummies are the only variables included in an equation explaining interdivisional migration for the large subsamples, the $\text{Age}_h = 25-29$ coefficient is positive ($0.009$, $t = 1.3$) and the $\text{Age}_w < 20$ coefficient is still negative but is less than half its large subsample value ($-0.013$, $t = -0.7$). The simple correlation between husband's age and interdivisional migration is only $-0.096$. 
( Educ^h = 12 ) are less likely to move than those whose male heads have less than 12 years of education (and also less likely to move than those with more education, as expected). For wives, education appears to have a negative rather than a positive effect on migration when the husband's education is held constant; families with wives with less than 12 years of schooling are more likely to move than those with wives who have finished high school, * although the coefficient is not significant for the large subsample. ** For husbands, these same general effects prevail even when the other explanatory variables are omitted from the equation (in fact, the negative Educ^h = 12 coefficient becomes larger in absolute magnitude and more significant). However, for wives, the Educ^w < 12 coefficient becomes negative, though very insignificant, when the other explanatory variables are left out. The simple correlations between husband's and wife's years of education and family interdivisional migration are very small--+0.047 and +0.028, respectively. ***

Aside from the fact that important migration determinants that are correlated with age and education are already held constant, another possible explanation for why the age and education patterns observed here differ (even when other explanatory variables are not held constant) from those usually found is that the samples for this study contain only persons married in both 1971 and 1972, whereas the data documenting the typical age and education patterns are usually not, if ever, marital status specific. It is possible that the typically observed age and education patterns may in large part be due to the migration of persons who are not yet married, entering marriage, or

* When dummies for all education groups were included, this negative relationship between the wife's education and migration prevailed throughout the range when husband's education was also held constant. (Husband's and wife's educations are positively correlated.)

** Perhaps educated nonworking women are more likely to build up location-specific capital in a locality, e.g., volunteer work, than their less educated counterparts.

*** Polachek and Horvath (1976) in their analysis of IDP data also find little relation between migration and husband's age and education and find a significant negative relationship with the wife's education.
leaving marriage, since other studies have shown that persons changing marital status account for a major fraction of moves made at all ages.

**PLANS TO MOVE**

Dummy variables indicating whether the head thinks he will move in the next couple of years have been included in Table 4 to determine whether people who think they will move are in fact more likely to migrate when other migration determinants are held constant. We see in Table 4 that families whose heads think they will move for job-related reasons are indeed significantly more likely to migrate interdivisionally. Those who plan to move for other reasons are also more likely to move, though the coefficient is not nearly as large or as significant as for job-related plans. Note in Table 4 that adding the plans to move explanatory variables has little effect on the sizes and t-statistics of the other explanatory variables. Most of the coefficients become slightly smaller in absolute magnitude, but some actually increase in value.

In Eq. (7) of Table 3, the job-related plans dummy is the dependent variable so that we can see whether the same variables that affect actual migration decisions also affect plans to move. Most of the key results have already been noted earlier in this section. We see that

---

*Persons who answered that they thought that they might move in the near future were asked why; the answers have been coded into three main categories: "purposive productive reasons" (to take another job, to get nearer work), "purposive consumptive reasons" (housing or marriage), and "other" (response to outside events, e.g., armed services, health reasons etc.). Dummies measuring all three have been tried but only the first and third were significant in explaining long-distance migration; presumably most people in the "consumptive" category make short (intracounty) moves.

A variable indicating whether the family head was willing to move to another community if he could get a good job has also been tried but was insignificant when the variables indicating moving plans were included.

**When the plans variables were added to the equations explaining shorter distance moves (results not reported here), the coefficient of the job-related plans variable became larger and more significant as shorter and shorter moves were considered. The coefficient is 0.105 ($t = 5.57$) in explaining intercounty migration.
persons who are looking for a (different) job are indeed more likely to think they will move, although the size of this effect is inversely related to the unemployment rate in their county of origin; persons who are unemployed are less likely to plan to move the higher the unemployment rate in their county of residence but are, we have seen, more likely to become actual intercounty or interstate migrants. Plans to move seem relatively unrelated to families' incomes, wages, hours, and composition of earnings, although families with unemployed heads are significantly more likely to think they will move the higher their income. However, we see in Eqs. (1) through (6) that exactly the opposite relationship holds for actual migration behavior—the higher the family nonwage income, the less likely the unemployed are to move.

The influence of previous migration experience on subsequent plans to move is similar to that on actual mobility, although families who moved every year in the past three years are much more likely to plan to migrate again than to actually do it.*

THE FAMILY APPROACH--THE INFLUENCE OF CHARACTERISTICS OF BOTH SPOUSES

The model underlying the regressions presented in this section is distinctive in viewing migration as a family decision; the wife's, as well as the husband's, characteristics have been hypothesized and shown to affect the family's migration decision. We have seen that several of the variables pertaining to the wife—her wage rate, hours of work, and share of family earnings; her occupation and industry; her age and education—have significant coefficients. One test of the family model

* Of course, persons who say in 1971 they plan to move may not move between 1971 and 1972 but may still effectuate these plans later. However, Duncan and Newman (1975) find that most of the planners who do in fact move do so within the first year of stating their intention. Only 42 percent who said they planned to move for job-related reasons actually moved within the next three years, but 76 percent of these did so within the first year. See Duncan and Newman for a more detailed study of the differences between the determinants of plans to move and actual moves. Duncan and Newman conclude that many job-related moving plans are not fulfilled because they are too costly. They find family income to be a major (positive) determinant of which planners do in fact move (although their bivariate results imply that the relationship is nonlinear and largely negative).
is to see whether these wife's variables as a set add significantly
to the explanatory power of the equations. A partial F-test shows that
indeed they do. The value of the appropriate F-statistic for the in-
terdivisional equation is 2.4, which is significant at the 0.015
level.*

OTHER EXPLANATORY VARIABLES TRIED

In earlier stages of this research, other explanatory variables
were also tried to determine the effects of migration of factors often
hypothesized to affect geographic mobility. These included:**

- number of persons in the family unit
- ages of children
- whether the family receives welfare, and if so, how much
- whether the family head is a veteran
- whether the family head is disabled
- whether the family lives in a metropolitan area
- whether the family lives on a farm
- the IDP's measure of risk avoidance
- various measures of climate
- area population size
- area size in square miles
- 1968-1972 rates of growth of male and female wage rates in the
  area
- average area male and female wage rates.

None of these variables had significant effects on interdivisional
migration.

*Note that the equation includes some variables, e.g., PV_fam,
Nonwg. Inc., that contain the wife's components but were not excluded
for this test.
A similar test on the husband's variables produced a larger F value.
**See the footnote on p. 64 for other measures of location-
specific capital that were considered.
V. CHOICE OF DESTINATION ANALYSIS

The analysis in the preceding section dealt with the determinants of geographic mobility, identifying those variables that influence whether or not a family migrates. In this section we focus on those families who migrated interdivisionally between 1971 and 1972 in an attempt to determine the factors that influence their choice among the eight divisions that were possible destinations.

We showed in Sec. IV that, contrary to the findings of many studies (e.g., Lowry, 1966), economic conditions at origin (as well as the husband's and wife's personal characteristics) do affect outmigration. Having shown "push" to be operative, we now turn to the question of whether migrants choose to move to areas where the "pull" of better job opportunities is strongest.

To my knowledge, the only multivariate studies of how migrating families choose among alternative destinations have used aggregate census data (e.g., Lowry, 1966; DaVanzo, 1972; and Wadycki, 1975; Greenwood, 1975a, contains a list of such studies). Oftentimes, these studies explore the determinants of net migration (e.g., Fields, 1974) and thus only estimate the combined effect of the influence of an explanatory variable, say the unemployment rate, on both outmigration and immigration (destination choice). Some studies focus only on inmigration, but typically the denominator of the migration rate, if in fact a rate is calculated, is not the population at risk (see DaVanzo, 1976b). By using household-level data we were able to avoid these problems.

The choice of destination analysis presented in this section is restricted to a consideration of interdivisional migration so that the number of alternative destinations is empirically manageable. The number of migrants on which the empirical work is based—43 (30 non-military)—is very small. Nonetheless, the results illustrate the promise of this approach and provide hypotheses that can be tested in further research.

One technique appropriate for explaining how the attributes of
alternatives affect the choices among them is MacFadden's maximum likelihood multinomial logit technique (often referred to as "conditional logit"), an extension of dichotomous logit analysis to the case where there are more than two choices. (For a description of this technique, see MacFadden, 1973.) Below we estimate an equation explaining destination choice using this technique.

However, with such a small sample we are unable to investigate the ceteris paribus influence on migration of all the factors thought to affect destination choice, or to look for interactive effects, such as those found in other work. For example, using aggregate census data, DaVanzo (1972) found the absolute size of the deterrent effect of distance to be negatively related to the level of family income; DaVanzo (1976a) estimated distance effects to be negative and significant for nonreturn migration but positive and significant for return migration. The type of data used here should permit further tests for such relationships using more appropriate data, but unfortunately the small sample for this study precludes this possibility here. Pooling various years of the data and adding other demographic groups to increase the sample size, as suggested in Sec. VI, should enable one to consider these potential influences on destination choice.

The conditional logit model presented in Table 7 contains only four variables representing four of the major factors often discussed as potentially important determinants of destination choice.

For each family there are eight observations, representing the eight possible destinations, j. The explanatory variables are: \( P_{ij} \), the present value of the difference between what the family could earn at destination j and what it would earn if it stayed in its 1971 location, i; the unemployment rate at j; and the natural logarithm of the distance between i and j. In addition, there is an interaction between \( P_{ij} \) and a dummy, Here Before, that indicates whether the family resided in area j recently (between 1968 and 1970). This interaction will enable us to test whether the effect of the present value variable is different for potential return migrants than for persons who have not lived in an area before. The Here Before dummy was tried alone to test whether, independent of the values of the other explanatory
Table 7
CONDITIONAL LOGIT EQUATION EXPLAINING CHOICE OF DESTINATION FOR 30 NONMILITARY MIGRANTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable, X</th>
<th>Coefficient, $\beta^a$</th>
<th>&quot;t&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Family present value of wage differences (in $1000s) (pvfam) ij</td>
<td>0.00548</td>
<td>(1.53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pvfam ij - Here Before j</td>
<td>0.0139</td>
<td>(1.46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployment Rate j</td>
<td>0.00909</td>
<td>(0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ln distance ij</td>
<td>-0.322</td>
<td>(-0.81)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ -2 \cdot \text{likelihood ratio} = 119 \sim \chi^2(4) \]
(significant at better than 0.995)

\[ a. \text{The conditional logit model estimates coefficients, } \beta, \text{ for the following equation:} \]

\[ P_i(j|X_{ij}) = \frac{e^{\beta X_{ij}}}{\sum_{k=1}^{J} e^{\beta X_{ik}}} \]

where \( j \) indexes alternatives, \( i \) individuals, \( J \) is the total number of choices facing each individual, and \( X \) is a vector of explanatory variables:

\[ \sum_{j=1}^{J} P_i(j) = 1 \text{ for each } i. \]

Note that

\[ \frac{\partial P(j)}{\partial X_j} = \beta P(j) \cdot (1 - P(j)). \]

If all destinations had equal probability of being chosen (0.125), each coefficient would be multiplied by 0.109 to convert it to a partial derivative.
variables, people are more likely to move to places where they lived before, but the computer program never converged when this variable was included.* Thus the specification used here constrains the effect of previous residence to be dependent on the size of the expected (gross) earnings gain.

In addition, in several instances below I contrast the average characteristics of chosen destinations with those of nonchosen alternatives** to tentatively indicate the direction of relationships not possible to investigate in the more appropriate multivariate analysis.

As in Sec. IV, the discussion is ordered by categories of explanatory variables; again, for each I discuss the hypotheses and the relevant findings of previous research and then the results of this empirical analysis. (The small size of the sample upon which the findings are based makes it inappropriate to draw policy implications from them.)

RETURN MIGRATION (PREVIOUS RESIDENCE IN j)

We showed in Sec. IV that families who moved recently are more likely to move again than families without recent migration experience. It is possible that many of these families are returning to the origin of their initial move. Eldridge (1965), Leng and Hansen (1975), Lee (1974), and Davanzo (1976a) all find a high propensity to return among those at risk to return migration;*** that is, persons with previous migration experience are more likely to return to a place where they lived before than to move to a new place. Thus, in modeling destination

* There is a positive probability that the maximum likelihood estimates will not exist. Sometimes the iterative technique does not converge when an explanatory variable is too good a predictor of the dependent variable; perhaps this is the case with the Here Before dummy. For example, if each person in our sample had lived in one place, \( j_1 \), before and each moved to \( j_1 \) in the period under consideration, the Here Before dummy would be a perfect predictor of destination choice and the computer program would never converge.

** The latter is the average across sample families and across the seven nonchosen destinations for each family.

*** The referenced studies are based on aggregate census data; they use a five-year migration period and define a return move as a move back to the place of birth.